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Withdrawal Of 70,000 Troops,
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A breakin occurred at the
Motor Parts and Bearings on
This would be in keeping with Chestnut Street on Wednesday
troop-withdrawal plan night, aceording to the -report
the
drawn up by the administratioil- made to the' Murray Police
7:04 _a.m.
in early 1969. Although adminifr_ Department
—
tration officials dropped hints Thursday.
The report said $25.00 in
from time to time that the
President was reviewing the change was taken from the
plan and might delay further business. Entry was gained by
withdrawal decisions as a breaking the glass out of A
means of keeping the enemy window in the rear of the
guessing, there has been little bedding, according to the pollee
deviation from the original report.
plan.
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General Miness of City
tiled ily Citytouncil

Nixon announced Thursday
By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
that 70,000 more troops will be
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)- Pres- withdrawn by May 1. The President Nixon's latest Vietnam ident thus would need to P811
troop-Withdrawal order sets the r out only 35,000 or 45,000 more
stage for what could be an ,troops to reach the residual
April announcement to pull force of 25,000 to 35,000 men he
back another 35,000 to 45,000 indicated two weeks ago.
Thursday's announcement,
troops, declare the war over
and place remaining GIs in an covering February, March and
April withdrawals, will reduce
advisory role.
Members of the Murray
the U.S. commitment in VietKiwanis Club saw and heard
nam to 69,000 men on May 1.
The Brat Meeting of the new the Polion.-Dspertment,
jobouta rock collootasothAW.
And the President maid he will
AM.:the-phaseout Progranielthtserial
was held last night "by the DepartmetHed Building Inyear
_family
(
ISIS& Puler
make anothet pulloutimisoinice-the_residual force would revert-=._City Council with all spector.
Murray
.
.
Cowee
in
summer
last
collected
date.that
before
ment
to an advisory role to assist
present. The oath of
members
-Authority was given for the
their
at
Carolina,
Valley, North
This is likely to come In Mid- _south vietnismese,„was done-,
office was administered to Rex Mayor and Clerk to4orrow '
men
April, leaving 35 000
.
An all time high average of regular meeting last night at Alexander and Melvin Henley
-- before thebig U.S. buildup be4--this
11rc- hi
withdraw before-operating funds _from_ local__
Clubhouse._
Woman's
the
soles
the
in
recorded
was
$59.52
'the Methodist. Min ot VII
gan in 1965.
by- Mayor Holmes Ellis. Other banks until tax money begins to
summer's planned residualMethod*
Dr. Parker had rubies, councilmen had accepted Me
of type 23, dark fired tobacco,.
And, to enhance the idea that -Kirkitey United
come in.
force level. That level is ex- the ground war is over for the Church Will love'their
garnets
and oath in a January 3 meeting.
held on the Murray Niasitet on sapphires,
At the meeting on Janualy
Peeted to be maintained until Americans, the US• Mthtaryfellow1hlPAer-ealtiast
Thursday, according to 011ie moonstones in his display. The
The council is now made up of Stanford Andrus was re-elected
the
by
freed
are
prisoners
U.S.
January
IL
Barnett, reporter for the local Parkers heard about this place Roy Starks, Prentice Lassiter,
Assistance Command, Vietnam church on Sunday,
There are some who for
and the Viet
on the Today television shows. Buel Stalk, William R. rur- City Clerk for a two year period
at seven a.m.
• floors.
varying reasons would appease North Vietnamese
Six
Paee
oa
Coatinued
-and Wells Overhey was
_
,principal
Howard
Crittenden,
cents
He also showed
sixtreight
it
This
Red china.,They are blind tq, `„Aing•
chea, Paul Mansfield, Rex elected City Attorney for a two
School
High
of Calloway County
higher than the previous all activities. Three hundred Alexander; Fred. Workman,
'history's clear lesson, for
year period.
tuttst„SPeAker.--44. ,time high_averagrzecorded on people could be accommodated Heron West, R.L. Ward, John
history teaches with , uncorn-"
church
the
of
and
-men
=apt
at one of:the
Shacketfort--Goode and
mistakable emphasis' that
_-WedoesdaYrilarnett
-Ed-Scett;-=-Datz--Willis and
A charge of $3.00 per person
---nueitty--are invited, a dWiS • The sales for Thursday were
Thurman auditing firm was
appeasement but begins new
Melvin Henley.
spokesman said.
for 220,180 pounds for a total made to enter the grounds plus
and bloodier war. it point to no
The meeting last night saw named to audit the books of the
arhount'ar$131,047.00. 'Several ,25 cents a bucket for gravel the following action take place: General Fund and the Murray
single instance-where this end
baskets ofthe dark fired sold for unless you dig your own Cowee
justified that means, where
-Auditors for 1972 were Electric System and the firm of
$65.00. Per Iiindred weight; Valley is located 11-2 hours south approved.
Richardson aand Trevathan
appeasement has led to more
however sinne of the baskets on of Gattinburg. Dr. Durwood
than a sham peace.-General
-Clothing allowances were was named to audit the books of
'opening day were sold at $69.00 Beatty introduced Dr. Parker. approved for various depart- the Murray Water & Sewer
Douglas MacArthur.
Four
from ments.
Kiwanians
'Per hundred weight, according
System and the Murray
on•leas a seven being allowed for the city.
Authorization for
•
Mayfield attended the meeting.
to floor records.
Two Irishmen, newly arrived vacant lot next to the Calloway The persons employed by the
-1-Street lights for annexed Natural Gas System.
Sales are continuing on the They were Dr. Bill Simpson, areas were *waved..
•
in America, decided to try their Clunty Highway Garage was county include two road
Firegken wifl be anowcd si;
four' Murray floors, Doran's, Harold - Dillingham, Gene
luck in one of our restaurants, given at the regular meeting of foremen, five general main--The 102 budget
Farris, Growers, and Planters. Resler and Ben Phillips_*trk
year 1972 and the Street
The Waiter brought them their the Calloway County Fiscal tenance men and one mechanic,
-ended
e-srof his father,'
tobacetri -one—Boyd-iiniS a-gufood,althe same(me placing a Courtin an evening session held
-Authority was given to Department employees will be
_can_be-tuaid-iii-the
of the main cash crops for Bill Boyd.
•ir • Iry radish on the table. Thursday, January 13, at six tenitnce and building of roads
purchase three trucks for city allowed'$45.00 for the year for
_President Morgan Sisk departments.
purchase of clothing.
William Suters, chili farmers in this area, opened
Neither Clancy nor Patrick had p.m. in the offices of Calloway for the city and county. Under
Streets lights for newly anever seen horse-radish before, County Judge Robert 0. Miller. the Title V grant seven persons Executive Officer of the Murray en Monday,January 10. presided at the meeting.
-Reports were received tram
nexed areas were approved.
The court authorized Judge were hired for the road d Mountain Maternal Health
and to them it looked like a new
This includes the Tucker
kind of jelly. Clancy decided to Miller to sign a lease with Van department to add to the League, Berea, and Dr. A.S.
Subdivision area on the west
try it, and took a heaping Allen Fitts for the vacant lot maintenance and
crews Holmes,director of the League,
edge of the-city, the Balinesemouthful. Immediately the next to the garage at Vine and for Calloway County.
will -speak La Murray,, on
Subdivision which runs south
--Januari- la, at-VW
Fifth Streets.
tears sprang to his eyes.
Ralph Mc6uiston is the roadfrom South 16th. Street,
-What's the matter, Clancy?
This lot will be used for the supervisor for Calloway County pm, in the basement of the
Richardson Street which runsstngapiling, of white rock, having been appointed to this Murray Woman's Club House.
Why are you crying?"
- south from West Sycamore and
Clancy didn't want to adinft gravel, oil, etc., used in the position by the County Fiscal
Ttie health league officers
One light at the entrance of
his mistake,and replied lain- maintenance and building of Court in January 1970. He is in will be here to help this comCanterbury Estates.
provide
to
crying because I just thought of roads in the county.
ways
find
munity
charge of the maintenance and
Mayor Holmes Ellis anmy poor grandfather who was
At the call meeting of the construction of all roads in better family planning service*
nounced- the committee aphung."
Court on January 6, when they Calloway County working according to a spokesman for
as
pointments for this year
Patrick sympathized, and met with Kentucky State High- closely with the magistrates the Sigma Department of ,the
with each councilman
then decided to try the hor- way officials to present the from each of the four precincts, Murray Woman's Club, host for
the- chairman of one
seradish himself. In no time at County Road Aid program for K. B..fdecuiston, Lennis Hale, the special meeting.
committee, the vice-chairman
all he, too, was crying. Now it the year beginning July 1, 1972, Martin Young, and Wayne
The public is iiivitedd
of one committee, and a
was Clancy's turn to ask the the county proposed that they Flora.
encouraged to attend, girrna
member cif a third committee.
take over maintenance of all
reason for the tears.
said.
members
Other routine business of the
The first named councilnian is
-"I'm_ crying," said Patrick, black top roads owned_bi_ the_
Mountain -Maternal
The
conducted at the
the chairman.
"licause they didn't hang you county. Previously the state has 'cOnit' was
Health League is an affiliate of,
Thursday night.
on
_session
Budget and Finance, Roy
at the *me time they hung your maintained these county black
rld-Po=
Planned-Parenthood-Wo
included claims and
Starks, Prentice Lassiter, Bud
top roads, but the cost was These
,
grandfather."'
and
1936
in
formed
pulation,
checks received by the court
Stalls; Streets, Prentice
charged to the county.
counties in
given to County serving forty-four
Lassiter, Baron West, R.L.
Callaway County has been which were
league
The DawsonSprings Progress
The
Kentucky.
Eastern
Gordon Moody.
Ward; Police, Buel Stalls, Dase
comes up with tWelve ways to granted $110,000 under Title VI Treasurer
is one of the pioneers -in the
'Willis, John Ed Scott; Fire
Marvin Harris, Calloway family planning movement.
avoid making decisi)ats, which of the Emergency Employment
Control, William Furches, Rex
you may find entertaining, Act of the Federal government , County Court clerk, read the
One of its primary purposes is
Alexander, Dave _ Willis,
The children join their teacher, Mrs. Susan Ford, In singing one of their favorite songs, "I'd like to
although they are somewhatloo and also $62,500 under the Title minuted and Moody gave his to develop data with which to
Staff Photo By David Hill
Cemetery, Paul Mansfield, Roy
V program of the EEA, with financial report. Also present influence family planning teach the world to sing"
ture.
Starks, William Furches; Parks
1. Find...a scapegoat and ride Calloway-County Judge Miller for the meeting were the four programs in Kentucky, and is
Rex
Playgrounds,
and
him. Americans can blame the in charge of the appropriations. magistrates, Judge Miller, the only group in Kentucky to
Alexander, Fred Workman.
tinder the Title VI grant Attorney Sid Easley, Road have an organized family
Russians or vice versa. Both
Heron West; City Purchasing,
can blame the general apathy of twenty persons have been Supervisor McCuiston, and planning recruitment, clinical
Pred Workman, Paul Manservices, and follow-up, a
the people or the atom bomb or employed by Judge Miller, with Jailer Huel Jones.
sfield, Prentice Lassiter; Water
spokesman- said.
the-social--order.
& Sewer System, Heron West,
Most of the work of the
Budl Stalls, Fred Workman;
have
"rdess
of
outthe
letst°you
ThatThDt
answer,
Continued on Page Six
vin_g any answer.
By Betty Ellington
C,oatinued on Page Six
y that we must not move
Ledger & Times Special Writer
the
avoids
This
too r
ly.
--Sine* -September, whoa-hasnecessity
getting started.
Guy Spann,the new president
taken on a different meaning for
4. For ever
oPosal• set
of the Murray-CallowaY Cciuntyr
Club Meets On Monday
fifteen children. These children
any opposite and Pellicle that Board of Realtors, has had a
enrolled
special
are
new
the
in
Ky.
(AP)
HOPKINSVILLE,
the middle ground ( motion
wide experience in the field of
'The Republican Women's
- The Christian County Health education class for Calloway
whatever)represents
*est civic and public service.'
Club
will meet Monday,__
school
high
junior
County
Department has recommended
. course of action.
Spann wasrecently named as
January 17,-at 7:30 pin. at the
students.'
their
that
have
residents
area
5. Say that the problem can
he 1972 president of the local
Commintity Room of the
When their teachers, Mrs.
animals vaccinated.
_ be separated -from other Rnard of Realtors. He operates
Murray Branch of the
Ford, asked how many of
Susan
was
recommendation
The
problems.There fore,it can't be Guy pann Realty at 901
Hopittraville Federal and
were
them
be
to
glad
in
back
of
discovery
the
by
prompted
solved until all other problems Sycamo handling all types of
Lean Association, 7th
Savings
like.
holidays,
school
the
after
rabies in five animals - three
have been. solved.
agency has the
real estate.
and Main Streets.
weren't
most
they
children,
foxes
dogs.
two
and
6. Ask what is meant by the largest -staff-at-professional
Mrs. John Resig, president,
going to admit it. But when she
A spokesman says a rabid
question. By 'the time it is Realtors in this* "itll of
all members and any
urges
are
asked,
many
how"Well,
fox was found in a heavily popContinued on Page Six
them are trained and ready to
interested-women to attend the
ulated area near Hopkinsville. kinds glad to be back ?",
offer assistance with any t3ipe of
meeting on Monday.
The four other animals were immediately all hands were in
real estate problems", he Said
discovered in the northern part the air.
today.
The -positive response
of the caintty.
Mt. Spann- is a native
demonstrated by these children
Murrayan and served during
has been acquired only
Jackson Purchase
World War II with the -First
GeV gPann
recently. Last year, before they
Partly cloudy with a trend to- Armored Division, 27th. Field business 4.966. He has served
were placed in a special class
ward Ruch colder tonight and Artillery. He was on active duty for five y_
the Murray
Kesterson,
Rev.
A.G.
geared to . meet their netds,
Saturday with the chance of a in the North African campaign City Council añ.4s presently
minister of the Lynn Grove and
most ofIhem Were frustrated by
few snow flakes tonight. Low and returned to Murray to live serving on the Murray Board of
Goihea United Methodist
tonight 3-10 above, high Satur- in 1947.
Phillip Bell of Hazel has been repeatedly failing to reach
Zoning Adjustment.
Churches, has been transferred
unrealistic
for.
-were
that
goals
day 15-20. Sunday fair and bittransferred from the intensive
He is a member of the M
He.and his wife Larue and
to the Methodist Hospital at
them.
ter cold.
at
room
care
regular
a
to
unit
105
Lodge
Murray
lions
Club,
their children Bob and Julie live
Memphis, Tenn.
',Sere
frustrations
Their
Methodist Hospital in
Kentucky Forecast
at 1,602 Sycamore Street. Mrs. - A M and iso member of the
The local minister has been
sometimes manifested by
• , Tenn.
Generally fair and colder Spann is co-owner of the Town Murray Shrine Club.
hospitalized at the Benton
stomach aches
headaches
aid
who
Re
Bell,
that
are
of
The •Sparuis are members
west through Saturday. Vari- and Country press Shop. Bob is
Municipal Hospital since sufre head injuries in when it was time to go to school:
able cloudiness and much cold- a sophomore at David Lip- the Oaks Country Club and Guy suffered
his last heart.attack on
fering
would
parent
And
a
sometimes
eht on Friday,
er fast today and early tonight, scomb College and Julie is in is the President-elect for 1973. 8 one Car
December. 26. He was taken to
"1
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very
a
get
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The Murray-Calloway County _December 24,
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a
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that,•• Individual Instruction is given to a student by Alison Wilfred, a
----low 30s. Lowx-tonight to 15.
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when he was stricken again the academically-,
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School
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v
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Deaths reported are Miss Dela Outland, age 72, Miss Jeannie
- -Bennett, age-82,-end-the--inkint• son--of---Mr-.• and -Mrs. Jam Outland, all on January 12.
The Purchase Regional Library will remain in Western Kentucky, according to Representative Charlie Lassiter. It serves
five counties including Calloway County.
The Calloway County Lakerfs lost to Benton 47 to 46 in the very
last second of play by -a phenomenal 55 foot fling as the horn'
sounded.
Rev. W.E. filischke, pastor of the First Methodist Church, will
'speak at the Methodist Men's Club of Goshen and Lynn Grove
Churdies to be held at the Lynn Grove Church w January 16,
- -' •
-4aceording to Curies Roblidenta-president.

IV THE YEAIR 26•4
If there is a
Regardless of what you read

Bible ThoughtforToday
Ye-'.blight with a pries.1 CArktbians 6:26.
Purchased -by Christ's dying love, who can boast selfsuffIcimicy?

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl -litlibbet Jr,

vtatior Awl°

love is not here dead
if love were dead

There wolild be nbleetb
and if no seeds
no flowering plant.
- with no flowering plant
-+-155aidtU are born.
777no sieds are born
you won't read this anyway.
Regardless of what you read

When we see a man walking as though he was
wearing shoes a size too small, we may assume that'----rompassion is not dead
Its feet hurt, or ttlat the sidewalk is.slippery or that .....transformed, deformed, misunderstood,
yes, but in our hearts
he has quite recently been kicked In the pants.
"Man must make the angels laugh."
-Charles Lamb, 1796

I •
THE
FAMILY LAWYER"vd:I.

MU-SCLE SHOALS,
Modern fertilizers,-..
used properly, are absolutely
necessary
increased
for
production of-quatity food, TVA ••
says in the 1971 annual report of-..
its
Fertilizer
National
Development Center.
Without fertilize,rs, the report
says, food would cost more and
the environment would be
harmed 'more. than helped.
Pin
ee
sidne.i
leitthAc-la.nklin D
A total of 1,755 technical Roosevelt and
• , Fertilizers are used to grow
British Prime
pastures and other protective visitors from the fertilizer in
Minister Winston Churchill be'•
cover crops on hillsides which, dustry
and
,..;various gan a io,day meeting in
under cultivation, were scar.red_., organizations cams _ta-hluscle Morocco.
- ----with erosion, InAthey mew It- Shoals during the year
-to &sear
In 1959 the firing squads of
to produce food with with Fertilizer Center. scieft- Cuban
Premier Fidel Castro
less cultivation of marginal tists and engineers.
had executed 220 persons in two
lands
The Center also continued to weeks.
The report highlights sulfur- provide technical assistance to
In 1964 more than 140 persons
coated urea as an experimental developing nations. Teams of
died in a driving snowstorm
-.fertilizer which may be helpful specialists went to Indonesia,
before it finally ended in the
in improving both farm The Philippines, Kenya, South
United States,
production and environmental Vietnam- India;- Paraguay,
„._;-..*-=-,
protection.
C°IutubklIZaltdjade to
__: ."A thought fOr todayi'lAmeri-Tests indicate that it has fertilizei---piiithialon Tia--;
4 -an writer Ambrose Amerce
"definite advantages over marketing problems. SpeciaL,wacaaa eouid_bs more
._____-_- conventjaaàLI sources--eLtraining was Provided at the eurrwrig tr one etida ran into
nitrogen in miny situation'," Center for more than 20 Indian her arms without
falling into,
TVA said. • •
marketers and engineers.
.
her hands." ---,--.r•-•"r7 -- '
Copies of the Fertilizer Center
the
urea
granules causes-them ti.. report are available from TVA
1=IRST 11006$ nRsT
A snare in his car
dissolve slowly in the soil so dint- at Muscle Shoals and Knoxville.
they supply nitrogen tia ereP
casts driver $25
plants over long periods. This • PLANS A DORMITORY
TEMPLE, Tex. (AP) —
A
Meana that fewer aPPlicatien_a„ Plans are being drawn for
quick„shav in,July cost
the-my needed Per year and that first dormitory to be built at James Coelielloe $25 in a North
the crop will grow at a more Temple Junior College since its London mitt in December.
uniform rate • throughout ;be foundinzin
The magistrates hearcl_that
season.
The dorms to house about 120 police saw him driving at 30
Sulfur-coated urea also students, will cost in the,neigh- mph with one hand on the
With
steering wheel and the other
Ahoidd reduce 1eaching„.4-h0rtiond of a laidf-million
-t
holding an electric ram*.
-Abe_ -soluble nitrogen from. porous- jars.
pipes or water Meter in your . sandy mils.
• home 'freeze and haven't burst,
The product is midway in the
don't • try., to thaw". them out development
process, TVA
with an-open flame.
.
This -can create the possi- said. Further work will refine
production techniques and
bility of a steam explosion and P
a fire hazard as well. •
, pinpoint soil and crop conditions
Use fabric soaked In hot where the coatecl_fertilizer_haswater" to thaw them out.-lei
greatest potential.
elow.-071tatinEPtocess, hat'int
•
The report also cites program
A romaCMMIPINCIOUCTIMI
the only way:
S.•
designed
to
THIS IS the tadvice -being activities
given to homeowners by water ,strengthen Valley agriculture
ki811HOU ilettiiiitin
works utilities throu.ghopt the. and make it more competitive
_nation's cold areas, ee'cordin• a- with that of other regions.
to A. Y. McDonald 4fg.Co, _Seven 4.undred demonstration
(18F1118
Dubuque, Ia., makers of water
resource management farms
fiowor
works products.
-•
Many wafer works utilities throughout the 125-county
• ere -alse--offertng-the-fcrtiovrint---ValleY Area ire showing the
Amierayksierethore Bowie
.tips to prevent frozen pipes income effects of shifting to
From Co.,.•c,
and trietets, the company said: • intensive livestock enterprises
• Make sure- all Piping e*- and
— Each,..re*tife Miami-L*4-.001y- —
horticultural
crops,
loosed to--freezing weather is
properly insulated with such Programs in recent years have
Showtimes thru Fri.Bob & Carol 9:20,
-materials as- fiberglais, felt, or helped establish or expand
feeder pig production in several
synthetic rubber. •
Sat. Times: Bob & Carol,.
__a—Whore possible, -replace' parts of the Valley. Quality of
outside faucets with freezeless both hog and beef production
3:15, 7:35; Cactus 9.20
that shutthe Water
-off several inches back-1n the has been upgraded.
"Livestock production conpiping, well away from the
• •-• tinues to grow in importance in
• OLDER HOMES with the region, now accounting for
crawl spaces frequently have 70 percent of all farm product
ruelez_bcutes under- -the sink saktc,, the report states.
close--to-art out
tie demonstration program
is the case in your home, pagk..._.
_,
effort
the-meter hex with sawdtht. • MS a cooperative e
'
4- • If you have a meter pit, TVA, fanners, and their state
make sure its lid fits pro•petly_ land-grant universities. It
' so fhe wiiid- can't blow in.
traces back to the earliest days
• If you have- a mobile of TVA, in 1933. But changes
, low
heat insulated riser that worths have been addia- to meet
the pipe below ground to the today's needs.
Rapid adjustment farms were
freezing line.
a "new touch" introduced about
LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT. 11:30 P.M.
10 years ago to pioneer radical
"THE SWINGING VICAR"
MI Seats '1.50 - Over 18 Yri:Onry
changes litfinth11g -Systems
fonTIM'ORD,EligtakidflJPI
The Rev. Douglas White once that could be adopted by other
many stories in me
distributed Easter eggs to Valley farmers.
- all ars tree
"Rapid adjustment farms
children bpthrowing them from
have
helped program planners
his pulpit. On another occasion
he told his congregation that he identify farm production
014R414U*
would not mind topless women potentials in the Valley. They
!UMW
COLON
coming to his church services. also have pointed up the . imLast year he married a woman portance of both capital and
40 years his junior, and credit on commercial farms."
* STARTS SUN. - 3 DAYS ONLY *
Commercial production of
Wednesday he became a father
high-value horticultural crops is
at the age of 65.
In his parish he is known as adding to farm income in many
areas. Tomatoes are being
"the swinging vicar."
produced successfully on a
Prog Info 753 3314
commercial - scale in several
counties in the eastern part of
A
T
T
Tonite thru Tue.
the Valley. Irrigation has been
-Tom Perkins
used in the Sand Mountain area
The
story of a country girl in Chicago!
of north Alabama to_increase
Dear Mom& Doti.
production of vegetables.
Aig
Have gone to Chicago
- Cucumbers and pikilentoto seek fame and fortune
pers were introduced In
Don't wort up
Mississippi.
love,T.R.
Home gardens also are being
promoted to improve diets and
living standards. "In Alabama,
, each of 17 demonstration home
gardens added an estimated
Hartiert
I-Ress.--K1
Pmer HS)
yom
's Production
- -$300 to family income," according to the report.
••••••••••A
1
I
Twenty low-resource families
in Trigg County, Kentucky,
grew gardens for the first time.
-more than 2,500 quarts of food
MURRAY
were canned, and nearly all
rl Fa Ivia

Yaw-

"70,000

•

- There's knowledge of you.
we care what you will read.
this is compassion.
•
- •
•
_Regardless of what you read
-care is not here dead.
its bed of plenty is:
by rough grained gloves.

.
4

Cactus 7:35

-ianooth its delicate mirror skin
However, a copyright genfor my grandchildren
erally protects only the mode of
as I smooth it now for yours.
Scene: a college classroom. expression, not the information
itself.
For
example:
The professor- is delivering a
• Regardless of 'that you read
1_COM-._
PrOf_MPOS.,01 10.42.04Pes
lecture-sin -philosophy..&tosi of
piained
court
book
A
a
new
that
in
his listeners are paying only
hope is not here dead.
intermittent attention
to his ,ctintitined certain details about
surgery tharte- had described in
the cannon's throat still roars
pearls of wisdom.
his lectures.
there's still the shouts of war
But it turned out that the book
did not use the professor's lanyou'll hear those shouts.
guage at all-and used his data
you can not but help to.
only in combination with madon't be fooled by all this,terial taken from other sources.
Wine is covered by the blanket of many,
The court decided that the
professor had no grounds for L and presented to you as,we found it.
complaint. The court said
could not'simply by stating facts
Regardless of what you read
out loud, gain a monopoly on
those facts for himself.'
judgment it not here dead.
HINDENBURG RIGHTS
It belongs to you as it belonged to us.
NEW - YORK (AP) - -Uniwill you be as kind to my grandchildren.
But one alert )oung man is versal has acquired film rights
as I am now to yours?
zealously takipg down every in-a pre-publication agreement
word. For he has a great idea. on -The Hindenburg, • by MiHe will gather the lectures to- chael MacDonald Mobney. a
gether, publish. them in book. nonliCtIon dramatic_ documenform, and then sell them to stu- _ tation
l937--d4rigible dis" dents who are less energetic than aster. .
be is.
A WINTER NIGHT
The Hindenburg disaster at
Could the professor block the -Labeltatst-N.J.. Hied TtrrewThe trees are gruesome spectacles-7-young man's project if he'so
Upon a winter night,
desired? This question arose not men and ti passengers
And the sky is dark and purple
long ago when a professdr acWith a gray and misty light.
tually did ga to court 'against"- ....1.F.ERRLARY-E11.141NG
._NEW _YORK IAP*-..Etlm* classroom i copycat. He
that publication of the lectures ing will begin in February on
Barren bronchi!'" glisten
would violate his "common law. 'The Thief Who Came_ To. Din. -lathe-cold and chilling air,
ner," surfing Warren Oates
Copyright."
And a calm majestic stillness.
The defendant retorted that and Ryan O'Neal. -----.- ••-- -•
Has settled everywhere.
The
film
is
a
version of Terthe professor had bat the copyright by uttering his words In rence Lore Smith's nov'el The ''hetownfolk now are sleepily
script.g..by Walter Hill_
public, -thereby melting -The task); and chores are done
"free far all."
And fence posts looks like sentries
DEAN AND ROC
- K STAR
But.the court sided with (ha
; . —That guard them- eves pine.
•
•.
Martin and Roc Hudson will
illjUnCtion. The court pointed
out that he had spoken not to star in 'Showdo n." an origiThe snow adds to the beauty
Candice Bergen stars in the title
the general public, for general nal Western drama that will be
Of the solumn quiet night.
role of Paramount Pictures'
me, but to a limited group for produced and diretteil by
Just another apparition
"T.R. Baskin," a film dealing
Oinked use.
George' Seaton.
• „
Of a wondrous, lovely night.
,with a small towe girl's move to
,. Other courts have agreed that
"Sbewdown.•' written for the
-Elisabeth Tidwell liaachmaa Chicago and her disillusionment
a professor ;does not lose his screen by Theodore Taylor
common law copyright merel
with the Impersonal aspects of
m a story by Hank Fine.
cletiveiioLkoltitai-407bie Miry
contemporary society. The
dents. By ,the same token, a
If you have poems you would like to submit send them to this
motion picture, also starring
.
Minister probably retains rights in New Mexico.
---riinigpaper marked "Attention Poetry Column". Every poem is
and
Martin
Hudson
will
Peter Boyle. Marcia Rodd and
be
ia his sermons after delivering
given careful consideration.
working together for the first
James Casin, IS DOW at the Cheri
them to his congregation.
_ _
time
Theatre.
"

Classroom, Cop.vcat
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The Almanac

By United Press International
Today is Friday, Jan. 14, the
leth day of 1.72,_
The moon is aitthing the
new phase.
The mornhig - stirs are
Industry firms in 47 states and Mercury and
Jupiter.
Puerto Rico in 1970-71. Two
The evening stars are Venus,
hundred companies and
Mars and Saturn.
cooperatives bought limited
-Those born on this day are
quantities of one or more TVA under the
sign of Capricorn.
experimental.fertilizers for
-Philippine statesman Carlos
testing in their own manufac- Ramie was
born Jan. 14, 1899.
turing operations and for inCots day in history:
troduction to their customere.-__
In 1914 Henry Ford began
Nearly 1,200 farmeOs par- making automobiles
by the
d
tiem
cipa
ons
th;rogr
tedtratio
in Th
whaoin
le.-form ,......._in
.assem1413y

'

biscr ra pIUS percent- state fax. •
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter •
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a CommunitY.

Eugene V. Garland, fireman apprentice, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Garland of Murray, graduated from the Naval
Machinist's Mate School, Service School Command, U.S. Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes,
During the past year $115,012 went to residents of Calloway
County in public assistance payments, according to a year end
report released by Vego E. Barnes Commissioner
.
. • Department
of Economic Sedurity.- . •
•
Mrs. Edwin Thurmond,president of the East Side Homemakers
Club, will be the dub delegate to the Farm and Home Conference
in.litzingtnalhis month.
Officersel-the Dees Bank of Hazel'are Darwin N. White,
viceikesident; J.N. Marshall, executive_
president;_ J.Ct,
vice-president and cashier; Bertha M. Marshall, assistant
cashier; Myrtle N. White, bookkeeper.
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"AMERICAN WILDERNESS"

Stars In T. R. Baskin

11

—

I
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'Prot [nfo.' 753:3694
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,

demonstrations canned or froze
some vegetables."
Much of the leadership for
these programs is supplied by
local professional agricultural
workers, farmers, and others
interested in
agricultural
development, TVA say;,
The national educational
programs were conducted
cooperatively with state landgrant universities andlartilizer
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tional
Jan. 14, the

Saturday, January 15
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood is scheduled to have
a noon ltmcheon at the home of
Mrs. Harry-Sparks with Mrs.
Maurice Cluistopher as the
assisting hostess.

caching the
stars

Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller
Speaker At Meeting Of Theta Department

Golden Wedding Anniversary

nac

are

are Venus,

the home of Mrs. Bun Swann,
1322 Poplar Street, at
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Noblei
Fuqua at one p.m.

The WSCS of the Martin's
The Murray-Calloway_CetaltY
Sine Club will have a catered 'Chapel United- -Methodist
dinner _for_Shrinera and-their--- Otierell willuitotatshoupt
wives at the WOW Hall at 6:30 Mrs. Mary Ridings at seven
p.m.
p.m.

• day are
pricorn.
Carlos
an. 14, 1899.
• :
ord began
le/ the
•
Franklin D.
tish Prime
urchin bein
squads of
del Castro
sons in two
140 persons
snowstorm
In the
y: Amerf• -Bierce
d be more
• fall into
ailing into

is car
$25
July cost
in a North
ember.
eard that
at 30
• on the
,
•

-

Circle Tot the WSCS of the First United Methodist Church
will meet at the--social hell at
two p.m. with Mrs. Aubrey
Farmer and Mrs. Carl Rowland
as hostesses.

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
trim Studio Photo)
Monday, January 17
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
The Republican Women's house. Hostesses will be
Mr. and Mrs, Terry H. Lawrence
Club will meet in the com- -MetderaeLlaRXeMile._
-Mr.
Terry H. Lawressce of MilrraTiVill-01merVellarand
Mrs;
munity room*of the'MiRritY Carman, Joe Dick, Don
Branch of the Hopkinsville Robinson, Morgan Sisk, and 50th Wedding Anniversary, on Saturday, January 22.
. In celebration of this occasion, their daughter, Mn. Hugo
Federal and Savings Loth! Josiah Darnall.
%neon of Louisville and their son, Bobby 1ee/refire-6f Mliiiikeltea,
Association, 7ths and Maln
Michigan, will honor them with an open house at 1503
Streets, at 7;30 p.m. All inThe Music Chorus of the Belmont Drive, Murray on Saturday, January 22, from five to
terested persona are invited.
Murray Worrutres Club will eight p.m.
haves rehearsal at 6:30 p.m. at
Mr.Lawrence is a ear dealer and was one of the first used ear •
'
The Penny Homemakers"") the 'club house prior to the dealers in Murray. Mrs. Lawrence works for the 'Murray City
meeting
of
the
will meet at the Hoilday Inn at
efee•"‘ _ School'System at the new Murray High Scheel.
_
ten a.m. with Mrs. Thomas ment.
Mrs. Lawrence,the former Sallie Spium,is the daughter of the
James as hostess.
la* Mr,-ancl-Mr& ChasSlwaltl.Sr Mr,laWrenee Is the only aon.ot
The Baptist VTorrien a the the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Lawrence.
The Murry,' amPter-of'-tite
Secretaries First Baptist Church will meet
N a ti on a 1
They have one -daughter, Mrs. Hugo (Billie) Wilson, of
Association will have, a lure at the church at nine a.m.
Tenisville,anci-outs--sonr--Bobby-Lsweenee, of Muskegon,
mthT8t
Michigan. They have eight grandchildren: Judy Latimer of
The Dorothy Group of the Murray; Donna Kelley, Rhonda Howard, Chuck Wilier, Tina
the South9de Reetherant-at
twelve
Baptist Women of the First Wilson, all of Louisville; Bobbie Jean -itagtiola of Dearborn,
Baptist Church will meet at the
The WSCS- of the Russell's homed Mrs. Neil•Brown at ten Mich., Terrie Sue Lawrence of Muskegon, Mich., and Teddy
Lawrence, who is stationed in Vietnam.
Chapel United Methodist •
'
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence also have five great-grandchildren;
of
home
Church wilimeet at the
Scott and Gaye Latimer, of Murray,.Todd Howard of Louisville,
Mrs. Mellie Hopson,at one pare
Murray Assembly No. 19 Nancy Rautiola and Tracy Ann Lawrence of Dearborn,Mich.
The Wranglers 4-H Club will Order of the Rainbow for Girls
The couple, was married January 21, 1922, with Bro. A.M.
sponsor a skating party from will meet at the Masonic Hall at Hawley officiating at the ceremony. Tullie Spann, sister of Mrs.
ailsn. New officers will be Lawrence and Telly McMillen served as attendants, with Cross
lzter
seven to nine p.m. at the Benton :e
Spann, brother of Mrs. Lawrence, also present.
-Skateland. A fee of one defile
` Only out of town invitations are being sent; all friends and
• per skater will be charged to
relatives are Wilted to attend.
cover I* cost of the- building.
All interested persons are invited.

Furgerson Home itScene Of Shower
For Bride-elect

Calloway County Judge man of the sale for the Thetas. ,
Robert 0. Miller was the guest Members are requested to
speaker at the meeting of the bring their items, including
-•
clothes,-dishes, jewelry, etc.,
Theta Department of the
MurraiWetnan's'Club held on the Legion Hall on Friday night,
Monday, -Januarw-10, at seven- February 4, no they may be
at, sorted and priceefer the sale on
thirty o'slock in the ev
The dub house.
Reports of the birthday
Judge Miller is the juvenile
-judge-fee-Calloway- County- and- -parties-for-the-etudeate-in
spoke on the subject,"Children Special Education Class at
In Trouble". He discussed the Austin School and the testing of.
way in which a hearing is held the hearing of students in thefor a juverille cited Into the elementary schools Were given. The members and the guest,
court and the help he is now
,receiving since Ken Barber has Judge Miller, were seated in a
By Abigail VanBuren
been employed as Comniunity circle around the open fire inReeource Developer of juvenile the fireplace. Special dried
DEAR ABBY: Now I know that I. have truly seen
wort in Calloway and Graves floral arrangements were used
everything! My- husband and I have owned and operated a
on the mantle and the tables on.
Conutivi after a federal grant
small florist shop for the Wit- 15 years, and I have enema,
each side.
was received'for this work.
tered some unusual situations. But the one lehad yesterday
Refreshments of coffee and
Miller, distributed the report
beats them all.
cake were served by the
hearings for
for
juvenile
er
Two middle-aged women came into the shop togethCalloway and Graves Counties hotite.sses, Mrs. Earl Warford,
and asked what I had to offer in the way of a "Bon
from
the period, October 1 Mrs. A.G. Wilson, Mrs. Neil
Voyage" wreath, 90 I showed them what I had in my catathrough
December 31, 1971. In Brown, and Mrs. Nat Bea/..„
log. I asked if a man or a woman was going abroad, and
Members present were Mies
Calloway
County sixteen
one of the women replied, angrily: "It is for my sister's
hearings were held in OctobEf; Beth Broach, Miss Martha 'FUNERAL
fourteen in November, and ten Guier, Mesdames Nat Beal,
I must have shown my amazement because she then
_
_ Harald
eiheiMiart-you weekl-tonetder_
Beamiut, Ray Bio;nftekl,
liquor
law
for
shoplifting,
were
- death as the beginning of a long, happy trip.," violation, curfew, disorderly 'Burkeen, Cliff Campbell,
Abby, I do consider myself.a 'Christian, and I refused to
--Hetigh, brealdng-aedenterlisig,
-conduct,
sell -that- woman -a -"Bon Voyage" wreath -for her --sister's petty
larceny, truancy, Rudolph Howard; L.P. Jacks,
funeral.
of Doris Nance, J.D. Outland,
behavioral, violation
When my husband came in, I told him what had hapWilliam Pinkston, Roy Staeks,traffic,
and
grand
probation,
pened and he laughed and Mid: "You should have sold it to
larceny; however 119 hearings Ben Trevathen, Earl Watford,
,
•
her."
for the last offense were heard , A.G. Wilson, James Martin,
I was very much upset by my husband's- papoose as I
in Calloway:'but two were in John D. Mikulcik, Neil Brown,
have always considered death to be a very solemn occasion.
and James Byrn.
Graves County.
Maybe you or some of your readers -could tell me what they
Final disposition of the caseswould have done.
ALBUWERQUE .1n caroway Csiese*-441eM "r17.1, f
_ .SHOCEED
_ _
placed on probation . . with
DEAR SHOCKED: I vote with your husband. Bow one
IV a
IP
• IP
-views-denth-hr-n-htldrpeTila —mrfil
Irlhe woman
probation with juvenile officer,
wanted to wish her deceased sister a happy trip. I'd have
five dismissed, warned, adsold her a "Bon Voyage" wreath.
justed, or counselled, one
coMmitted to Department of
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been friends
Child Welfare, and one placed
with .another couple for a number of years. We are in each
at the 'DCW Reception Center.
other's homes frequently. Lately the woman has been doing
An informal question and
something -that I find very annoying. After we arrive at her
answer period followed his
home, by invitation, she picks up her latest knitting or
discussion. Judge Miller was
needlepoint project and starts working away, stopping occaintroduced by Mrs. A.L. Hough,
sionally to count stitches, consult the instructions', and to
vice-chairman. '
admire ber handiwork.
id
.,11
_ 1
she does ipmhi the etievseenion, but rather half-heart,-.
I
ment chairman, presided. The
edly, as tho she feels obligated to make a token comment
now and then. -department voted to donate the
I think she is being somewhat rude. Am I right ,or - recent special record, brought
wrong?
by them to the MurrayThie tinyk sPoortful i
BUGGED
Calloway County Library.
MA I CO's remarkable Secret
were
Contributions
to
CARE
DEAR BUGGED': Right. She is Making a statement:
Ear, a complete hearing a:
taken.
"The company isn't untimely fascinating to warrant my
worn all -trl the ear, withou
sale
was
planned
A
rummage
total attention."
•
Attirats- or-Cubes,Doset let the_sanoyaaae build.'-up. Tell her.: But limit- - Inr_Saturd.ay...._Fetkr_uary.
a.m,
at
the
at
eight
-cure".
starting
44EcretEtif is a val
you use a needle.
American Legion Hall with uable hearing help forthoti
DEAR ABBY: My wife just had a hysterectomy. Does
Mrs. Cliff Cantnbell as chair- sands troubled by rniidi;erv
that mean it is the end of her sex'life? She is only 34.
deafness, the most commo
WONDERING
hearing impairment.
.r Can Strret-Ear help Y01.7'
DEAR WONDERING: Absolutely not! In fact, it could
very well be the beginning of a better sex life because she
The Captain Wendell Oury Send coupon below for fr
Horne Evaluation Form. N
no longer has to worry about becoming pregnant.
Chapter of the Daughters of the
obligation,
American
Revolution
met
at
the
DEAR ABBY: The ink is still drying on my final dihome of Mrs. Doeie Nance,
vorce papers, and already the neighbors and acquaintances
or nformatton
are nosing around as to 'why" we got the divorce, and -Farther Avenue, en Saturday,
January
8,
at
eleven
o'clock
in
Name
"what happened?"
the morning.
- It wasn't over "another woman," or "another man,"
Miss Susan Nance.presen4ed
and since-.I- am the one who- instigated the divorce,- I =getting -the "what happened?" question from all sides.
selections on the piano.
Silly
New= mernbefe for the" year
I would really rather oot offer Any explanations because
Most Respecteq .
1971 are Dr. Helene Hatcher
I feel it's nobody's business. How can I tactfully put this
Visher, Mrs. Marye Alice
message across?'
Trotter, Mrs. Wilma Loving
SANDY
Namiln Hewing
-Gannon,Mrs.-Lathe Key, Mrs.
.
•
DEAR SANDY: Siftinly say; "If you will forgive me for
Julia Jones Stern, and Miss
aim Hearing Aid Semc
not answering, I will forgive you for asking."
Susan Nance.

Bon Voyage wreathvent to funeral

The WECS of the Good'
Sunday, January 11
The
Murray
Woman's Shepherd United Methodist
Bowling Association will meet Church will meet at the church
at 2:30 p.m. at Corvette-Lenes. at two p.m.
•,
The Methodist Men of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have its breakfast
and program at the church at
seven a.m. with- Howlerd
Crittenden, principal of
Calloway County High Scheel,
as speaker.
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Senior Citizens Of
City And County
Have Luncheon Meet

hearing.-

Tuesday, -January 18
HOBOS BOY
'The-Faith Doran Circle of the
Mr.and Mrs. George Anthony
VISCS of the First United
of 124 Shady Oak Trail
Methodist Church will meet at _ .k_miscellaneous__shower _was • Court.idurrayrannounce----the
iinif,-Sw
--ruii
--IVKrinie ?of-1 .7
given in honor of Miss Linda. birth of a baby boy, Todd EdThe.Murray-Calloway Count);
1,322 Poplar Street, at two pin. Cochran, bride-elect of De:1de Ward, born on Tuesday,
Senior Citizens Club met at the
Hodge,on gonday, January 10, January 11, at the Community Metal hall of the First United '
The Fifth Doran -Circle of the at seven o'clock in the evening Hospital , Mayfield.
Method* Church on Friday,
WSCS of the First United at the home of Miss Georgianna
Mrs. Hobbs is the former January -7, at noon for the
Methodist Church will meet at Furgerson.
Sutherland, potluck luncheon meeting. -Gloria Jean
The charming hostesses for daughter of Mr. and Mrs. TR.
Paul Kittens, club chaplain,
the prenuptial occasion were Sutherland of 615 Kayser, Royal gave the invocation- precedinfi
If breakfast is unpopular
Miss Furgerson, Miss Marilyn Oak, Mich.
the potluck luncheon.
in your house, changing the
Simons, and Mrs. Edward
Bingo, directed by Mrs.
menu may do wonders in
Parker.
MITCHUSON BOY
Vernon Roberts- and Normah
winning' over reluctant eatFor this event the bride-elect
Mr. and Mrs. Rodger Mit- Klapp, was played during the
ers. There's nothing wrong
chose to wear from her chuson of Murray Route Six are afternoon_
with codfish cakes or hampant
wool
deep
red
trousseau
a
O.C.
burgers so long as the meal
the parents of a baby _boy, Eric
McLemore,
lu b
suit and -was- presented cor- Dale, weighing nine pounds 7e2 presidtnt, conducted a short
contains sufficient calories,
sage of white muma by the ounces, born on. Monday, business session at
protein, and other nuwhich time
hostesses: Her mother, Mrs. January 10, at 1:31 p.m. at the he thanked the members for
ftients. 'Don't overlook the
Clifton Cochran, wore a navy, Murray-_Callowy County their cooperation during 1971
important vitamin C you
•
get in fruit or jttice.
white,and brown pant stdt-and Hospital.
and asked the club to strive for
her mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
ThP nano/ fothpr isemployedat *a better year in- lit72.
-GeOrgelinded,,Warittirettlfrif Clifford's Gulf at Five Points.
Mrs. Hildred Sharpe read two
navy and white plaid pant suit.
Grandparents are Mrs. Obte poems she had composed'
?11 Jefferson St
Refreshments of Cokes, Mitchuson of Hardin and Mr. herself. Mrs. Gussie Adams,
Ten members who were
coffee, cookies, and pastries and Mrs. John Finley of Murray secr.etary,-read the _minutes of{present ware Served adelicioul
Paducah, Ky. 42001
were served__fixim. the table Route Six. Great grandmothers the December meeting. Group
potluck luncheon.
centered with an arrangement are Mrs. Zeddie Spillman of singing was held with Mrs.
of yellow shasta daisies and Mayfield and Mrs. Ed Mit- Bertha Jones at the piano.
808 CHESTNUT STREET
white flowers with white chuson of Hardin.
The lovely home of Mrs. guest, register at the, table
Arrangements made to order
Members having birthdays in James Armbruster on South centered with a yellow
wedding bells.
rain in
Airman - Sailor - and you land Lubber,Now you
October, November, and 16th Street was the scene of a
for all occasions
The hostesses presented the
a tiny silver bud va*. Also ,
tea
can get rid of that extra blubber
a copper
December were especially bridal coffee held in honor of assisting in the entertaining
honoree
with
Parties
Hospital
honored during the luncheon. Mille Linda Cochran, bride-elect
kettle as a wedding gift; She
Misd Debbie Eldridge,
Funeral
They were Mrs. Birdie Parker, of Dickie Hodge, on Saturday, were
Gifts
opened her many gifts for the
Miss Carolyn Hendon, and Mrs.
Mrs. Mildred Sharpe, Mrs. Celia January 8, from nine-thirty to
Cemetery
guest to view.
J.T. Page. '
Fifteen persons were present
Crawford, Mrs. Ruby Harris, eleven-thirty-teeleek
-the- Tribrideaze was---x-estnted"
Call 7534199
• •
Mrs. Agnes-Maier, Mrs. Ruth morning.
which included mostly high
with an eight piece set of
WE DELIVER
school friends.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Gansner Weeks, Mrs. Mattie Parker,Mesdames Herman Wicker, harvest gold Club aluminum as
No0 3M;. East of Murray on Hwy. 94
of Hazel were honored on their 011ie Hughes, Jack Attkisson, Bobby McDowell, Joe Pat a wedding - gift from the
and
Norman
Klapp.
60th wedding anniversary with
James, Leroy Eldridge, Harold hostesses.
Murray, Ky.
In
charge
of
the Grogan, Brent Outland, Bob
a surprise supper at the Holiday
persons called during
Eighty
arrangements nn Friday were ,Melegin, Max Beale, Bob
Inn on Friday, December 24.
the morning hours.
The hosts and hostesses for Mrs. Connie Jones, Mrs. Mina Hendon, and James ArmPhone 753-1272
the special anniversary oc- Waters, Mrs. Ruby Harris, Mrs. bruster were the gracious
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Save the _elastic bags _that
casion were their three sons and Essie Blalock, Mrs. Mildred hostesses -for the special oc- vegetables come in and use
We Have It-We Will Get It-Or It Can't Be Had
their-wives, Mr. and Mrs. Sharpe, and Mr. and Mrs. casion.
them to store. shoes.
,Marvin Gansner, Clarence Clarence Horton.
Miss Cochean chose to wear
Cannier,allot Coffeen, Ill., and
Attending the meeting- were for the occasion a red and whits
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ganknit pant suit and was presented
Messrs and Mesdames Jack
sner of Paris, Term.
a corsage of white baby mums
Attkisson,
O.C.
McLemore,
•
Mr. and Mrs. Gansner were
Clarence Horton, Bryan Tolley, by the hostesses. Her mother,
married December 24,-TV11,'by
Vernon Roberts, Norman Mrs. Clifton Cochran wore a
Willie Simmons of Evansville,
Klapp,011ie Hughes, Mesdames rust and white stripped pant
with a large crowd of
suit.and her mother-in-law to
eeiatives and friends present. Gladys = Hale, (Rene Lamb, be, Mrs. -George Hodge, was
Oliver Hagen, Agnes Maier,
Mrs. Gansner, the former
Robbie Harrison, Ruby Harrell, attired in a deep red knit pant
Amanda Stubblefield, is the
Both mothers had
Birdie Parker, Mary Louise snit.
daughter of Dallis and Frances
hostesses'
gift • corsages of
Baker, Mina Waters,
Clara
Stubblefield. Mr. Gansner is a
white baby mums.
Todd,
Bertha
Jones,
Lillian
The new lodge for Settler Citizens at 1505 Stadium View Drive in Murray, Ky.,,is now
retired farmer and the son of
Receiving the guests with the
Hicks,
Ruth
Weak!
!
Mettle
Nicklous Gansner and Sarah
-41enurerwere the-rnothrrrIntf
Our goal is to provide this area with the best possible care for ambulatory senior citizens.
ei•e—GOTh'Perter, llfli Mitri&" her sister, Mrs. Robby Martin,
-Gatiner. -TEFF-TvGolden.
Meme
Mattingly,
Our rates are less than $7.00 a day for semi-private accommodations.
reared near Dover, Tenn.
Hildred Sharpe, Essie Blalock, who was attired in a rust knit . 'This price includes; three balanced meals a day, maid service,-clean linens, comfortable
Connie Jones, Gussie Adams, pant suit.
living quarters, color T.V.,social activities and religious services.
Refreshir)enq were, served
Miss Lillis Woblhart and Paul
We take care of the ordering and dispensing of the medicines,call your personal physician
Kingins. New members were -from the beautifully appointed
or drug store when-needed.
Miss Weighed and Mr. Klapp. table overlaid with a green linen
Handle fresh fruits and
Since we are just open, a choke of rooms and accommodations now available. Please
vegetables with care to preHosts and hostesses for the cloth with lace trim and cencontact me at the Fern Terrace Lodge. 753-7109.
vent injury. Some vege- February 4th luncheon meeting tered with a corsage of yellow
tables are more hardy than
will be Mr. and Mrs. Jack At- and bronze .chrysanthemums.
Coffee was -.aorind -sfaseiv-the-others, _big- benisiag _and - tkisson, Mr. /did Mrs.
MONA PLRDOM R.N. ADMINISTRATOR
damage can be prevented
Hale,
Mrs.
Agnes
Maier,
Mee. silver Coffee service and punch
by just_ 'being careful. The
‘Haley, from the crystals:lunch bowl.
consumer pays for careless, Gladys Hale, Mrs. Dolly
....stirlaber44
Mrs. Chris Comes kept the
and
Mrs.
Jewel
Parke
oessin the few run.

DAR Chapter Holds
Luncheon Meeting

New breakfast

IN AN
Alt NE
COILECTIO

MAICO

;..Wo
P911101
.

Miss. Linda Cochran Honored At Coffee
Held At The Home Of Mrs. Armbruster

L. W. GanSners Are
Honored At Their
60th Anniversary

WALLIS DRUG

753-2962-

MESSAGE
TO
SENIOR CITIZENS

Don't bruise!
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_
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Stars End Losing
Standings
--Streak With Win
..
Over Va. Squires.
Long Beach Topples

THE-CARRRATINGS
IV 0001 CAMS
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.
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MARGIN_
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--GM= OF 1-17-7 2:
GA44ES OF 1 - 8.72 - CONTI ED:
ADAMS S.TATI ____,. ,,414, _CONCORDIA tlIZILLES KA $11'PEENS BURG
YORK - PENNS YL VAN IA
21
AKRON
BUFFALO STATE
SPRING HILL
12
5
TROY STATE
ALBANY-GEORGIA
25
FORT VALLEY
19
THOMAS MORE
CENTRE
MELAMINE TRANSYLVANIA
17
NORTHWOOD,NOCHIUAN
HANOVER
9
BETHEL - TENNESSEE
CHRISTIAN BROS.
3
.
181 ST ATE
GUSHER
12
CALIFORNIA
3
NEW MEXICO STATE '''" 'VANDER BILT
* 'IS* ,CORNEEL
EASTERN ILL'NUTS
6
WINONA STATE
WEST VIRG1N1A
7
LaFAYLITE,,-_.
EASTERN KENTUCXY
3
MURRAY STATE
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1
.- MINNESOTA -
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Pro Basketball Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
._
Atlantic Division
.
W. L. Pct. G.B.
By. THE ASSOCIATED PRESS added 15 noint.4 (or New york
1 4$44;b0.4-1Vini----,
---A-1-k.,4§17Vitt 1ArGtliktli .3..L ck 1 CAM 1A1.5.
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1
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CO
WAYLAND
GAMES OF 1.19-72:
What a relief! It wasn't a while rookie John Roche scored
EDWARDSVILLE
18
PaKS1DE
AIR FORCE
9
ABILENE CIO 1ST LAN
New York
25 18 .581 3/
1
2
long losing streak, and it Was
18. Meek Cain
lv led the FloridEMPOR 1 A COLLEGE
MARYNDUNT
AKRON
BUFFALO
3
10
1925
.101
/
2
_422_
_
_
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--FLORIDA
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1
—TENNESSEE
-26
----ccur-assr.verallTart slitar joining the
Buffalo
13 30 .302 151
/
2
By KEN RAPPOPORT
GEORGIA TECH
AUGUSTA
4-- NOTES DAME
10 - BELMONT ABBE y
home fans, but the Utah Stars bali scored-16 and Lonnie'Wrig
84-14.
a
giddy
been
has
49ers
Associated
Press Sports Writer
GETTYSBURG
JOHNS, HOPK INS
BALL STATE
21
1
WESTERN MICHIGAN
Central Division
are glad its over.
GRAND CAN YON .
3
SOUTHERN UTAH
CHATTANOOGA
Ed Ratleff and Chuck Terry
5, TENNESSEE WESLEYAN
Pittsburgh had to hold off a
There's a new bully in the
19 24 .442 The Stars got dumped by Denver surge to protect its vic- Baltimore
GUILFORD
GREENSBORO
COLLEGE
47_
ANA
.
.
T
I
CalC
1
DAYTON
1
,
UCLA. neighborhood.
Just had 22 points apiece in the
Atlanta ' 16 28 .364 3%
HOUSTON
CLEMSON
SD. 41...SSLTSLPPI
1i1"
.- YUMAN
27
,
Kentucky, Indiana and New
49ers' runaway triumph Thursaround the corner, in fact.
tory. The Condors' George Car" Cleveland
HUNTINGTON
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23
FONT IttYEE-I.,.
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28
.349
15
4
'York before bouncing the Vir- ter hit 32 points and George
INDIANA
STATE
2
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day night. Mose Adolph scored
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Cincinnati
12 31 .279 7-.. ' il'ahg Beach State, on the
ginia Squires 128-119 Thursday
IOWA STATE
8
COLORADO
DRURY
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Thompson 25 to provide the
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2
night.
offensive efforts but it was
._ . have the wallop to knock UCLA losers.
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Midwest Division
Utah, leading the American Thompson's two free throws
KANSAS STATE
Wally Woklakowski scored- a
KANSAS
2
EMPORIA 0011=
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on Its NCAA basketball crown
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Milwaukee
36 10 .783 Basketball Association West.DiTLORLDA--STATE---__
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__ _ _ 3
STATE
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BALL STATE
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31
Chicago
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4
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2
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2
- SETON HALL
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32
HOLY CROSS
OOLGATE
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26 19 .578 91a
°wain the Squires but Charlie
L&GRAM
COLUMBUS
the Pacific Coast Athletic Assa- beating Colgate. The Cadets
LAGRANGE
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- Rockets' rallY__ Ralph Simpson Detroit
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18%
Scott, who scored 44 Points- But led Denver with 32.points.
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31
WASHINGTON- MD.
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STATE
OKLAHOMA.
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. et
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from Barry Clemens in thelast Houston
'
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NORTH
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Florida
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West Division
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McNeese 85, NW Louisiana 71 ment has been increased to . Only g,ames scheduled
Frazier said of Daniels.
Saturday's Games
$200,000, marking the 13th year
Midwest
"I'm just not a guy that's
Carolina
at
New
York
in a row it has been hiked.
St. Louis 72, Tulsa 61
coming here to make a buck,''
Dallas vs. Floridians at
This year's tournament runs
Evansville 74, Southern ill. 67
said Daniels who lost three of
Augustana, Ill., 96, Millikin 72 March 30-April 2, with •a pro- Miami-Dade J.C.
10 fights in 1971, one of them a
Denver.
vs.
Virginia at Rich- four-round
Culver-Stockton 98, Ill. Coll. amateur warmup being held
knockout by Jack
'March n, it was announced mond
'
69
O'Halloran. Doug 'lord, DanKentucky
PIttsburgh
at
Thursday.
Last year's toarna,
Southwest
leis',manager, • said Daniels
Memphis at Indiana
N. Texas St. 98, NE Loui- merit, wort by Bud Allin, carfought O'Halloran with injured
- Sunday's Games
ried a $190,000 purse.
'
siana 56
ribs.
•Red-Whiteat
-New York at latemind/
Texas A&M 98, Trinity 58
"The way Frazier comes in
DECEMBER PRO
Utah
at Denver
•
Louisiana Tech 91, Lamer 67
sooner or later he's going to get
•Blue-Grer-NEW YORK (ATPI) --Bob
Orify games scheduled
Tex.-Arlington 802, Centenary
hit
by
a
hard
punch,
unless
I
••
Griese, who quarterbacked the
•Blue-Brown
81
don't fight at all," said the 25Miami Dolphins te the Super
Far West
year-old
Daniels.
Bowl in his fifth pro season,
•Red-Blue
Weber State 69, Utah State 67
- Both.fighters rested today for
was named Thursday as winner
62San Francisco U. 86, Seattle
the bout which is scheduled to
of the December poll in the
start at 10 p.m., EST, at the
tiANfzi.ELEs
• balloting for the 22ad HicItoi
_ L.A. Loy-ola-•91-, Nevada-kene-,-Flufesawhe Aihrge
(AP)-Itim---900ateet-Hivergate-Au 1 urn
61
ning backs Duane Thomas at and Whith will be shown on a
Year" award.'
11•Pkt, Beach St. 103, L.A.
" the Dallas Cowboys and Mary 205-station television ihealtun ".
Stale 83
Huhnard_of_tnejaaklancaltaidt put together by Century Tele_
-11AN-LinEDto ., sports Network. New Orleans
U. of Pacific 105, GeorgeLONDON (UPI) -The Inter- ers were named Thtirsday
town, D.C.,•73
will be blacked out.
replace
players
injured
in
the
national Lawn Tennis Federa$3700
San Diego St. 73, UC-Santa
This will be the first heavytion (ILTF i aritiounced Thus- National Football League's Pro
Barbara 64
weight
championship.
fight on
Bowl Jan. 23 at the Coliseum.
day it has agreed to lift its ban
Athletes In Action 84, Denver
on the use of facilities in the ' Thomas will replace-Willie home television -since Muham78
mad All knocked out Zora Fol.
United States bY the profession-.- Ellison of the Lok Angeles.
Nev.-Las Vegas 92, Pepperley Mardi 22, 1967.
Rams,
, •
who
will
undergo
knee
Tennis
Championship
al World
dine 83
Frazier received 92.5 million
surgery early next week, on the
(wcr) group.
for his last fight, his unanimous
. WCT players were barred National Football Conference
•
Kentucky Basketball
$
300 .
15-round decision victory over
squad.
from competing in ILTF
to $2259
Campbellsville 74, Oakland City tournaments from Jan. 1 after . Hubbard takes_ the place of All, The 28-yearalid champion
Norm Butaiah of the Baltimore gets $250,000 for fighting DanIlnd) 68
lengthy hassles with the inter.................---.---..........
•
jels.-...----Daniels,
who
lives
in
team:.
Bulaich
lianas
not
/1
1
4
1
f
ence
rehas
4atwa""1"1"4"4"disie""
----I..-1"ef
d-*
•
.
Transylvania 96, centre 91
covered from the leg injury and needs six hours for a bach• SAN ANTONIO BACK
elor's degree from Southern
Morehead Freshmen 102, SomeSAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UP!) which kept him-out-of the AFC
Methodist, will get $35,000 for
rset Community 92
-San Antonio was . back in playoff game.
his big opportunity.
High School organized baseball 'Thursday
Mickey tench and Joe ColeIn three years of pro sighting
Daviess Co. 59, Greenville 98
under the auspices of - the man of the Detroit Tigers each
Cumberland 60, Lone Jack 54
Milwaukee Brewers of the had a 14-strikeout game last Daniels has won M,, lost four
and had one draw. He has
. Adair Co. $3, North Hardin 65
American League.
season. So did Dodger Sam
Dixieland Center
M urraly,Kentucky
• Eubank 76, Mt. Vernon 48
. The city figures to have no McDowell as a member of the scored 24 knockouts and has
been
knocked
out
twice.
Paintsville Invitational Tourria- franchiSe for 1972 when the Cleveland Indians.
.,..-Frazier will be fleting_to.ri:,
mae,
,
• 0.,
4
s
'''-''• inim*--- ---'""*"-""'"'"----•'"••-"-Clrfrogri-tattirs- .-shitted-AWstre ,
hiriiireliiiilVih
Li
.
aTirgaltis
e 2Ith time- since *orrfing a
—
. Second Round
•'
Texas League franehiae to straight games for the Clevepro in 1965. He won the other
Johnson Central 91, Warfield 70
Midland, Tex.
land
_
-- Indians last year. •.23of them h.
•

_
eles103113—

Chiefs Open

. . .1..Fraziet WinE.."10. '-_-_,-,considered--• •
vitab
le

COLE-HAAN
SHOE SALE

TWO — Tone and THREE — Tone
* Suede & Linen * Patent Leather

Thomas Named
As Replacement
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and t& ai
Jack Niel
of his-last I

fired a brill

for a three
first round

National P

ment Thurs

ahead to th
"Sure,

ing, but it':

pen," the pc

said, then g

"How ma
son

win
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Well, if I

win 20, bul
happen."
Nicklaus,
start of the

birdies, mis

from 12 fe•
threatening

re
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the 18th hOI
A six-iron
branch of i
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chipped pa
for his only
That redu
from the

Hill
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By THE AS
Based on
results, We
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routine.
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first game
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LaSalle to
'even at 5-5.
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74-68, and'
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, Western K
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Nicklaus Leads Landry Knows Super. Bowl Is Not Just Another Game
After 1st Round

In the past three Super Bowls,
By BRUCE LOWITT
ter how much you try. Let's Colts 16-13, are the oddAssociated Press Sports Writer face 'it, this is what it's all &bakers' pregame pick again, the odds have had no relation to
the outcome. Each time the
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
about. This is what 26 teams this time by a touchdown.
underdog has come out on top.
"This is the ultimate-it's not are shooting for at the start of
But
that
doesn't
please
LanBy BOB GREEN
lead to three over 1971 PGA just another game," says Dal- the season."
Sunday's clash features two.
dry,. who says it can work
• Associated Press Golf Writer Player of the Year Lee Tre. clubs with both solidly steady
las Coach Tom Landry.
against
the
favorite.
relatively
-.4 PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. vino, tied for second at 69 with
a
Dolphins,
For the
For the Cowboys and Miami
can favored
avored can
an
m and potentially explosive ofsquad which has
AP)- "Well, we'll just see if Paul Moran and Larry Mown', Dolphins. ,the_ultirteste_the
fenses. On deTetifer,
-Wo,Alily're
aiSICIresuiteam
make
a
to th-WW-Intrt
we can make it five out 4,812i-group of seven at 70 in- kickoff for Super Bowl VI-ar- eted from an also-ran
remarkably similar, although
eh
hasra--------1--)erotrerconfihadePsntbeing,
make
them
R's
end tllen six out of seven..."
seasons,.
cluded England's Tony Jacklin, rives Sunday in Thiene Stadium timate in just two
let, up just a bit-although I the oddsmakers say tt is de:
Jack NicirOus, winner of four rookie Lanny Wadkins; Al Gel- at 213_14.m.„?....53Avith_ national a new
lease which gives Dalian the
or_e experience.
_cowtnya
—,1,ra just-asis----sieret thialt-that'll happen in
of his last fie._starts, had lust bet-get; Dale *DoUglii-14-,---13M- television Coverage by CBS.
• edge.
case,.
&mothfired a brillianti1-under par 66 Johnston, Tom Weiskopf and
- At quarterback, e_tagh has a
"You try to convince yourself more championship-.-and not, .._...oliv_ertielY,"
he
shake the
for a three-stroke'W.,ad in the Mike Morley.
-that this is just one more er chance to
the
underdog
can cause reraVely young but highly pet"being
first round of the Birigegrosby
But some of the game's big game'. You try. to saY-Plif,Tt wholly-deserved _image of -1 a team-to play over it's head,
performer.
•
-"
National Pro-Am golf tagrna- stars had their troubles on. the got -to hook at It the wtty -you "blowing the big ones:
For
the Cowboys, it's Roger
just
don't
know
what
effect
rnent Thursday and was look
Dallas, which went into last any,
three Monterey Peninsula look at any other one," says
it'll have on either of us." Staubach, a third-year player
favorthe
Bowl
as
Super
ahead to the weekend.
year's
eurses being used for this Landry..
Miami Coach Don Shute from Navy who wonthe starting
the Baltimore
"Sure, I'd like to keep It go- unique event-Pebble Beach,
"But you just can't, no mat- ite, then lost to
rule from Craig Morton in
with Landry's asAgrees
ing, but it's not going to hap- Spyglass Hill and Cypress
midseason and, with Landry
assessment.
pen," the powerful Golden Bear Polht,Acre iiicklaurtayed:
•
•
' "I don't pay attention to odds. shuttling in the plays from the
said, then grinned.
.Defentliitt champion Tom
No team is going to lose to you. bench, has taken Dallas to nine
"How many did (Byron) Nel- Shaw had a at 77. So did Sam
You have to go out and win. successive victories.
son win in a row? Eleven? Snead. Mastelis champion
For the Dolphins, it's Bob
.
They
certainly should be the
Well, if I won 10 I'd want to Charles Coody wasNtell back
Griese, a five-year veteran
favoritii".
win 20, but it's not going to with a 73. Billy CasOr.had a'
from Purdue, who calls his own
happen."
75. George Archer, a poff
game.
affair.
open
By DARRELL MACK
Nicklaus, making his first winner Monday in the
SIMON
RACING
Lance
Hayes,
And, in each case, its the reBob warfield in the
'With and
Aiworth
UPI Sports Writer
start of the season, had seven Campbell-Los Angeles Open,
NEW YORILium
spective
conferences'topeited
ORLEANS (UPI)- •
birdies, missed six other times took a 76.
Fingfeor
r Lak
a totat
es racIninfialiealkindarria passers who wW be barking out
ot to- run
lgtbilik
soniesth
asi:Lig:a
ana
Ev
e,
game,
ltnana
eali
thetheinty
co
an
a
l
ve
Evans
from 12 feet or less and was
Arnold Palmer. is not coni&stamen .4_s_ck.
threatening to run off and hide peting. It was all Nicklius onha thatakillin-47-irthe signals.
wfth completions on danf
because weIF teaks-4-0:4 meeting
taghtn-ingrli
ming fiont
Irani
mi
from the reurnL1111-411494-until
sProlg
has
suey in 1966 .less mistakes. Dallas iv MaY I-June 30, a summer 211 attempts for a 59.7 Perbe suffered his only lapse on Jack missing the course record steady diet
people an meetingi-jary-F4w.-3/I and crcentage. 15 _ touchdowns and
other
the
beaten
capitalizing
and
roomr-and
execution
to 94(4-night
I
thellthbiole.
by a single shot.
interceptions. Griese
A six
- 4ren mond shot hit the
"You can say- We the best CIO ks today,
°lily fa/1r
fall meeting(Sent-1440v.7).
branch of a tree and the ball start of a season I ever -had,"
Evans, Miami's s
g of- their mistakes. I don't think
AFC
'hitting on 145
the
headed
The NeW York Racing of
263 passes for a 55.1 perwe let them do time:- • -*WOO&'Weight'-deint-7/19 Nicklaus said. "I lawayeitart fensive right tackle in
Commission announced Thurs- centage and 19 touchdowns with
But even if they lose, they day it had apProved the
chipped poorly and two-putted my season in this tournament Super .Bowl game., is the
won't have to go back to chop applications of the Finger nine, passes picked off.
for his only bogey.
and this is the ben opening remaining veteran from th
Each has a target for the
original expansion team the
ey and barking seals in next Lakes Racing Association for
That reduced his four-stroke round I've ever had here."
bomb. Griese will be aiming his
Dolphins brought to their St.
's -tra ming_ camp.
its 1972 racing dates.
at Paul Warfield, only the eonPetersburg,
Fla., camp six
_
years ago.
""The- menu in that .camp
was_eomething," Eana said.
"We had a Chinese cook and he
knew only one American dishmeet leaf. So all we ever had
i was chop suey and meat loaf.
. By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS halftime edge, The Holltoppers We made .a lot of -trips ..to the
Based on' Thursday _night's clicked for 11 consecutive local root beer stand."
results, Western Kentucky Uni- points to open the second half, • The cook was the first man
versity may make long layoffs and never were threatened. Joe :cut from --the 120-man squad
part of its regular basketball Dicoco paced the losers with 24 when the team broke cab and
- went to Boca Raton, Fla., two
routine.
points.
The Hilltoppers played their- • Campbellsville followed IM-i-WeekI 12-Vef: -EValts-.als° refirst game in two weeks, and 22-point performance • of Jeff members -that first camp for
came out a 10544-winnernver. -.Rhodes to a victory toser-0&- Llne-agalsaolBierkr-type
LaSalle to pull their- record land City. Campbellsville hekl a Park next-door.
--even at 5-5.
• Beals Bark All Night
3843 halftime margin, btit
"Tfieir confounded seals
There were only .two other pulled away to *ads of as
'barked all night.. and we.
games on
Kentucky college many as 14 points.
schedule, with CampbellsvWe
Jim Flanieg of Oakland .city couldn't sleep. They'd drive you
- oulaitilig- Oakland -City, Ind., was the game's top scorer with
Now the Dolphins are !staying
74-68; and Transylvania whip- 28 points.
the1sh,,tsiosklu.,*va-taa was-tte+-with..
Centra-College
No games are scheduled Centre at halftime and led by Motor Hotel and the only noise
gg it/thy as le points before outside is the hum of -Cadillacs
tonight.
Western Kentucky placed five Centre put on a late comeback, and Continentals in the parking
men in 'double figures, with
Centre pulled within 92.45 lot. The transitioe was not
substitute forward Terry Davis with 2:20 to go, but Trans. easY- leading the way with 20 points. ylvania got baskets from Rob"We had a 100 or s° men in
Jerry. Dunn added 17, Tony ert Jobe and Dale Cosby to pull camp every year at first,"
Evans said. "I wondered if -I
Stroud 16, Rex Bailey 1 and out of range.
Jerome Perry 10.
.
Transylvania got 24 points was: ever going to be on 'a
LaSalle held an early lead, from Everett Bass and 22 from winning team. Then it became
but _Western moved to a 42-32 Cosby, while James Mason
ta---haciana'4-winner
24 and Mike Phai-ris added 20 and now here we are.
"There are several things
for Centre.
that brought it about-the
'1'
Wiese
.s the
additions of (Paul)
and
the
Fleming
(Ma")
and
drafting of (Curtis) Johnson,
s
Irun) Foley, (Mike) Kolen,
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (AP)
(Doug) Swift and (Jake) Scott,
The* Murray Optimist- Club Bob Devaney, whohanin mid of course our coaching
defeated the Mayfield Optimist coach of Nebraska ha& won two staff."
Club in a hotly contested consecutive national llootlitill
Controversial Draft
basketball _game Thursday
hVallS, who enrolifaTerreitie
-aarr-he-mar
- night, Mit All eleven mom- retire. If he does, hell do so Christian University the year
- hers of the Miiiriy squad without ever being chosen after Dallas. great „Hob, Lilly
scored.
Coach of the Year.
graduated, came -to the DolLarry Mayfield 'and Ron
phins in a controversial draft.
Shortly after a vote Thursday He was selected from the
Beshear led the scoring attack
of
the
American
Football
for Murray. Beshear ripped the
Houston 'Oilers, who claimed
nets for 18 points and Mayfield Coaches Association chose Paul they made a mistake and really
pounded the basket for 13 "Bear" Bryant of Alabama and did not make him available.
Harold "Tubby"
Raymond of
points. Close behind was Delaware
as, coaches a
Houston protested, but lostTommy Marshall With 12,
'
and Evans was the first
Tommie Walker witti 10, and year in their divisions, Devaney
______Jimmy-Fainnad-Jerry-Dunran said---11 - Maidtr-ing„ ,
-stePPIllg----.-Super-BowFtearit-The-hig--•
down klurl,/us coaching Poat of -1- tackle-sees the game as a wide
with 8 points each.
Other Murray Optimists 16 years:'
t
scoring were Dan Boaz, John
I've been thinking about it
Hine, Nick Britt, Junior Cleaver after each of the last three seaand Howard Steeley.
aqua," he said:'"Fm going Imok-Coach Bill Cherry said that Home and make a decision
the next game for the Murray within a couple of weeks.
TORONTO (AP)- The Ken" tucky Colonels will le seeking
-Optimists will-hephrfedragainst-r-"Its
' a lot bettet;;pima, to their ninth consecutive win
Hopkinsville next Thursday
step out when you're at the top , when, they face the Dallas
night,
than whenyou're siig. 4J_apparairm-the-seeend-game
least nohodY's ''riudealI me of an American Basketball Asnow."
sociation doubleheader here
pespite his success in 15 tonight.
Indiana and Memphis play in
years of major college coaching
opening game.
the
and being one of the eigM finalTheCohmeirroultl-set ar team
_for- coadi of ma--yeak-e- lix
Saturday, Ian.
record by winning their &cabin
Devaney, 56, has never
a row. They reached. eight
9 A.M. to 12:00 Noon • times,
won.
He'
said
if
he
had
taken
At The
consecutive wins one previous
the honor this year, he probMid-Towner Motel
time, but lost to -you guelsed
ably would still make the same it
-Dallas in their attempt for a
BATTERIES AND REPAIRS _ decision on retirement.
minerMrifIght
For All Makes-of

Evans Is Only Original
Dolphin Still With Miami

Hilltoppers Win
After Long Rest

Local Optimist
Cagan- Mark Via
Against Mayfield

coming out of the backfield Ind
to wide receiver Howard Twik___
ley and tight end Mary •
nmg. 7
- Staubachi- who atm- goes to
his backs quite a hit, will also
be lofting for wide ireeetver-Lance Alworth and tight ends
Billy Traux and Mike Ditka,
the latter two operating as Landry's signal-earrying service:On defense, the Cowboys and
Dolphins finished second oVitt:i' •
all in their respective conferences. Dallas' Doomsday Defense was the best in'the NFC
against the rush but ninth
against the pass while Miami
was fourth in stopping both the
ground and aerial" game.
The edge the Cowboys would
appear to have comes with experience. They've got an average of 81
/
2 years on defense,
some five more than the Dolphins, who will be starting five -second-year men. Middle linebacker Nick Buoniconti, a 10year veteran, is the man
around whoni Miami has built
Calviailikerhamarapelim-_.Artdefense.
- One of the Cowboys'-biggest
action Stein due to
knee injury, and Walt Garrison, threats is tackle Bob Lilly, who
shored much of the rest of the 'makes a habit of mauling quarnaming, Hill getting 466 yards terbacks and stopping runizert-- -and Garrison, technically-Dal- dead in their tracks.
•
And behind 11-year star Lilly
las' No. 3 runner, getting 429,:_,
And Staubach was No. 4. The are more grizzled veterans, inrugged quarterback scrambled' cluding eight-year cornerback
Mel Renfro, whose main as41 times for 343 yards.
In- additiori to Warfielci, signment will be to defuse the
Grime threw heavily to Kiielr Werfielci-bomii threat.
ference's No. 9 receiver with 43
catches-but they amounted to
a 231 Yarda-Pae-cateh mime
and ITtbuthdown eacli
goiffops in the league.
Bob Hayes is the Cowboys'
long-hailliweat. Remade 35 receptions for a 24 yards-percatch average and eight touchdowns, including the NFC's
longest aerial scoring play of
the year, an 85-yarder.
On the ground, the Dolphins
rely almost exclusively on Lar•
ry Csonka and Jim Kiic.k-and
they don't need much more.
Csonka, the AFC's No. 2
rusher, ripped around and
through the opposition for 1,051
yards and seven touchdowns
and Kiick, ninth in the conference, added 738 yards and
three touchdowns.
The Cowboys have more dieersity in the backfield. Duane
Thomas,the No. 7 rusher in the
NFC, piled up 793 yards and a
league-high 11 tbuchdowns on
the gr.

•

Devãflevkñrrniuw
Retirement Plans

Colonels Look
For Ninth Win

HEARING
AID
SERVICE CLINIC
1-5

•

'r •

win the coaching honor_ game lead over Virginia in the
FREE HEARING TEM_
outright twice in the balloting ABA's Eastern Division enterMr. Dennis Nunan will be in of the 1,700 members of the
ing tonight's contest. Fentucky
attendance. Mr. Nunan. has
AFGA.lie won it fiat in 1961, returns home Saturday night to
graduate- from the Belton
School Of Nearing Aid Audiology then shared it in 1963 with Dar- face _Pittsburgh.
and Is egUippt.d to render an
ercorete aullsirnetric test of rell Royal of Texas.
YOur hearing. If you are a
GAINS111.!Vir RIGHTS
heartng aid tiler you are
Raymond, 45, has been at
eSpecielly InWted to come in. Delaware for la years, the first
NEW YORK AP
have your aid cleaned and
checked" and repaired it 12 as an assistant teach. The rights in •Th.e Term1,1 Mari
heressarr
'
•
- --- - "1'Blue Hens were 104 last sea- . renew-nrareipirli,febrhart-crn:b,•
ergaired-i-bymottrettioat
o rannsne"t86117Warner Bros Crichton wilt
Belton Hearing Aid Service ) Bowl victory over C. W. post write and -direct BO'Motion picPaducah, icy,
7242.
ture.
•
-

-

•rk

Now that the lox and money situatton ts
,

tr) r.Uf ril(ji

we can

go back doing •
what we do best So\ iqg you -une

CAIIROLL VOLKSWAGEN
500 Chestnut Street, Mum • Phone 7534050
IN 5 P.M.
Open Mon. thry Sat. 7:30
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Burley Prices
Conti▪ nues To
urop inursday-

Several Bills Introduced To
resentatives On Thursday
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Seen & Heard .. .

Kentucky News Roundup

(Continued frem Page 11
(Continued from Page 1)
socially-'an'd vocationally
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP)- A
•
clarified it will be time to go
geared. to • alleviate the ,
-FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - public bearing was scheduled
home.
frustrations the children were rt
irL
7. Discover that there are all _1Kaises of $2,000 each for the by the Kentucky Human Rights
• caPeriencing, and at lhe-'same
•
kinds of inherent dangers in-any - heads of five state departments-Commission today on expansi9n
time_ allow the child to, more
tration bills in the House.
LLIAM BRADFORD
By
year collegeS or universities, specific formulation of con- have been approved by Gov. of the state civil rights acto to
•-fulty realize his potential-LOUISVILLE, Ky; AP)•Wendell Ford.
Clarke said Thursday that, sponsored by Rep. William elusions: danger of seeming too
As iated Press Writer bar discrimination in employAccording to Mr. Curd, Prices on Kentucky burley
Raised to yearly salaries of ment based on sex and age.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP).-7- A with Swinford's consent, he de- Ke_nten. D-Lexinsjton.
pro-Russian,
loo anti,Semitic,
rkets droppeterits hur-se
-fftne
-eig dew Stater. cided to *moor the bill himself
-Require all meetings of the of having your statement in the 120,000 are • Ewart Johnson,"
The.commissiontwas to hear
Mrs. Ross, the school nurse for Thursday as the auction cen- partment for Environmental to get action started on it. He governing bodies of any college
commissioner of parks; Evans from the Kentucky association
hands
wrong
of
the
prople,
or
of
Calloway County, put in more ters closed their sales week.
Tracy, child welfare; Lenvil of Older Persons and from
Protection along lines endorsed said Swinford would have been or university getting state committing the organization
too
man hours on the project than
The state Agriculture Depart- by an interim legislative corn- put in a difficult position if he funds to be open to the public
Hall, banking; Thomas Pre- leaders of women's organdeeply._
- a/wane:She- assisted Mr, Curd- -moat reported average prices mittee has been introduced-hrrintroduced the subcommittee's - and require public notice of all
ston, public information; and izations Who asked for a chance
- 8. Appoint a committee.
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Many Businessmen Do Not
nderstand Requirements

Sunday
School
Lesson

Answer tag
Q - I bought a second-hand
table at an out-hon.-it has what
seemsto be a varnish finish on
it. The finish is in good condilion, but I have been told that
most good furniture these days
comes with a lacquer finish
Can I put a lac tier finish rif,ht
over the vand ?
A. - Definitely, no. Lacquer
has a tendency to soften varnish
and virtually .gny_oAher. kind of
surface coating. It should not be
applied over anything except
Lacquer- or lacquer ihinner. If
you really want a lacquer finish, you will have to strip off the
old material with a varnish re
mover, apply lacquer thinner
and thent lacquer But if the old
finish is in as good a condition
as you say it is, why nttt leave it
that way" Varnish is still a
beautiful finishing material.
Q. - We bought a house recently. When we looked at it,
there was a walk-in shed ie the
backyard where the owner kept
,•
wood for the fireplace in the
TAKE ME TO YOUR LADDER-Mama in Yokohama,
Vintroom.Alter.we moved.in.
we discovered that the shed had
Japan, dematetrateimIK eternal' 11141111rfthhb stalls
pass through flaming reams that men t•floW-ast approach 1%-:- been dismantled and taken
away. The previous owner said
remote controlled robot sends information from the television
It was never intended that the
cameras in Its "eyes", beg nese water. .sprit/Oen in its head, and
shed was to go with the house.
two sprinklers in Its chest.
him to replace
(AP111rotRoto ohs cobletroai Tokyo) How can we get
,
it
A. - This is a matter for a
FRANCHISE SOLD
---- -METHODIST MAYORS DETROIT (UPI)-The De---t --NEW YORK (AP).- Meth- lawyer, but I'm afraid you don't
troit Tigers sold their Lakeland, odist mayors come -young have much of a case unless the
Fla., franchise in the Class A When Ronald Hooker, '19, was sales contract specified that the
in the deal.
Florida State League to Frank oiected ola-yet; -of New- shed was.ioclucled
once
more the'This
illustrates
-Der,-a- building contractor, conTerStbviti. OhibTitbeing certain that _
necessity-of
Thu-easy but said-they--will heved he was the-youngest-city there is a clear written underr
the club in their farm chief executive In the nation. -standing- of what-is bei• Ps
Now- it- turns' out that Tidy chased.
'mayor of Ayrshire,
Frank "Stubby" Overmire,
Q..- I wanted to attach a
Is a few months younger.
Iowa,
was
former mar Pitcher.
shelf to the hack of One of our
active
Both
are
MethodUniteg
named manager of the team Tiff-7
closet -doors. It wasn't until I
for 1972.

tried to drive screws iato the
door that I discovered it was''
hollow. Neither screws or nails
will hold well enough to support-shelf brackets What can I do?
A. - Your local hardware I
dealer can solve your problem
quickiL Tell turn whatIse _ptati
Rt s& and ask ftiml-Or hollow
wall fasteners., There are -several varieties on the market
some designed to 211890rWilitif
weights . some heavy. , •
Q - What about, this business of sprinkling talcum powder between floor boards to halt
squeaking' My neighbor did it
and it worked fine I followed
his advice, but the floor squeaks
lust as much as it always did I
know about nailing the boards
to the beams but I Was hoping
to avoid it. Does powder work
or doesn't it'
A. -'You're -right It does
., ,7
work -and it doesnt. In your‘
neighher's case, there probably •
was a'slight brushing of boards against each other as the floor
waauraikeiden._Powder
as i sort of lubricant and elirni---- - mated the squeaking. But it's
only a temporary measure as
your friend will discover when
the boards begin to squeak
again some time in the future.
In your case, the squeaking
may result from a more basic
cause, such as boards that have
come loose from the floor
joists.

am opposed hi-IR.-President's
-91 the
Slightly overiiperCia
Oh artificial
program- It
independent business ople
method of controlling the
apparently at this time feel the
.,
economy to which I see no long
economic control plan has
term benefits. To me it is one
arid
wage
restrain
to
tended
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
more step toward a complete
price increases in their areas.
governBut more than 42 percent of socialistic form -of
THE HEALING CHRIST
ment."
people
business
the independent
Luke 8:40-56
an Oregon
When Christ returned to the western shore of the Sea of Galilee, do not understand what is -Y.- The owner of
contracting firm
after healing the Gadarine demoniac, a crowd was waiting for required of them under phase 1,4-electrical
that something
Him. In the crowd was a man named Jairus, who was tortured although 52 percent do un- says, "I agree
control inflatiOn,
with agony as he waited for the boat to land, for on the moments derstand, and the balance are ' best be done to
but threatening fines and jail
undecided.
hung the life of his only daughter,the light of her father's eyes and
in the volume of
sentences
felt
is
prices
Posting of ceiling
the joy of his heart. She was at the point of death. Even though she
receive weekly
was beyond human aid, her devoted father had the conviction that to be necessary by almost 45 literature we
I can well
m•0
leaves
cold.
independent
the
of
heal,
but
to
percent
power
Christ's
Christ could help her. With faith in
that has
anybody
that
believe
business peqple, although
uncertain about His willingness to do so, Jairus cast himself on
business
a
on
check
to
reason
almost 37 percent feel that while
the ground at the feet of the Master and earnestly pleaded with
could
This
czar.
like
will
a
act
buris
it
it is necessary,
Him to come to his home and heal his only child.
they
if
accepted
be
probably
densome. But more than 55
After listening to the entreaty of the broken-hearted father, with
were qualified, but experience
posting
price
such
feel
of
percent
characteristic
always
were
that
the tenderness and compassion
generally tells you that they are
is unnecessary.
Him, Christ set out at once to give the blessing that was sought
This sentiment is reflected in political appointees."
and requested. Accompanying Christ and Jairus on this journey
A California proprietor says,
the early returns to the first of a
were the disciples of our Lord and vast crowds of people, the
seem to be in the minority,
"I
the
by
series of surveys planned
latter of whom were curious and eager to see what the Lord would
but frankly,I don't like any pet
Inof
Federation
,National
ar fail to do.-- -j--of this program. H our tax Imes
,_._
iiki-Rower Over £z.Luke 11443-4ft ----.- ----e-dependent-Bulginess an
""more than 2,100 district were properly overhauled-1
Among t. ----Mici thronged Him W`a woman WciSille111
chairmen located throughout_4 government lived within its
suffering from a constitutional Illness for twelve long years. Her
lo
the country. These chairmen, -income we wouldn't have the
very touch was regarded as a defilement to other people, she
leading independent business Problems and confusion which
was not permitted to enjoy the ordinary privileges, such as enostracized
was
she
affliction
her
of
tering the synagogue. Because
peopie in their communities, beset US*"
A Milwaukee retailer COM. tale to their
0
from society. What made bad matters worse was the fact that ._ire asitea--/
ments, "I think it is a shame
otheraregarded her illness as the direct consequence of her sins. - colleagues -th-- preparing AA;
that Phase Two has resulted in
'
They thought that she was under a curse from God.
the loose, weak and confusing
In spite of the fact that her illness had sapped her strength and - EwTh
er:re appears to .be only
in hodge podge of compromise
(Frit Witter Of hildy Lang's_
caused her great sadness, she was fondly clinging to life. In her 'minor consumer interest
lisis;Lp, which has accomodated the lookiets, 'Wood Finishing in
effort to get well she had gone to various physicians, but all that -4-mews for pcsting of pre
l more than 40 percent_ dictates of labor at the expense
'
j
srit
Or-"Paint Your
_they,could do rivailed nothing. Her case defied their skill and
the real needs for
Rattling
uf
the
OvLi••send 30
and
and
inquiries,
no
Inside
reporting
House
Having
self-pity.
in
indulge
and
up
give
not
moms
sid
ed
did
ability, biti
'
cents and S Ion gilltamped, self-_ranortiaheard of ClOr.1.0.__t_kbo had eWle her way at last, she allti
begin with. Also at the rate it is
addressed envelope to Knowlimited number of inquiries.
Him- for a cure, believing that He could and would heal het-.
ineffective,
Hew,P.O. Box 471, Huntington,
groping, an
behind.
up
came
crowd,
the
through
ran
way
questions
her
r
made
Repliesto-othe
Modestly she
N.Y. 11743. Ensure ta_speeityexpensive
and
needless
appealingly
and
These
Christ,stooped down-end nervously,shrinkingly,
"3 fiereeM ér less.
which booklet you want.)
bureaucracy is in the rrsakine
touched the kraspedon'of His robe, or the tassel on the hem of His questions go into the incidence
garment.
of consumer complaints which
are reported by only 2.5 percent,
Looking into her heart, Christ distinguished between what she
PU&LISHER'
of the respondents, and slightly
wanted anci her way of expressing her desire. He knew that her
those
than
efficacious
more
no
any
were
report
idea was wrong. His clothes
more thart2 percent
If
knowledge of anyone seeking
of any other person: Knowing her need of healing and her desire
Consolidated Report of Condition of" Bank of t•furraY
permission to raise their prices.
for it, Christ permitted her faith to lay-hold upon His heart and
and Domestic-giibtachartes at t e close of
in the State ôt. KelltlgitY 42071
So far therein little usage by,
power in such a way that she got what she wanted. Her genuine.
the respondents in the space
faith was sufficient for Him. Just as soon as she touched the tassel
• 19 71 •
busineopi012
- of-His raise; her --hemorrinkge stopcock-mid health beamed in her
provided .foi- additional comface.
ments.These limited comments
reflect a wide range of
Instantly ,Christ stopped, turned _around and hiced-the crowd
DOLLARS
ASSETS
viewpoints.
and said,"Who touched me'" When He looked into her:eyes, she
281 314
3
fear
With
An Idaho drug store owner
realized that she had been perceived and discovered.
1. Cash and due from banks (indudingl 111,601 90 unposted debits)
7 - 832 566
says, "There has been very
and trembling she cast herself on His mercy as she fell prostrate
2. U.S. Treasury securities
1 150 000
.3. Obligations of sabot Iti.SAItivertunent agencies and corporations
at His feet and told Him the whole truth about the miracle of • good compliance with the.price
'Z
2J!4
the
.
4. Obligations of State and political subdivisions
freeze, or Phase One. However,
healing which had been- wroughlin her. She Olen awaited
-eoritoineiteeksiOthiptiiiisa
pleasureeg-4Ike-wik-whetever it-might- he Confession -should 'with defAnite rules andllats Um'
lei-confeision, she , moral obligation to hold prices
6. Trading &moult securities
folio* deinlinialaiatys. On thelgOirid
00
2
-7. Federal fan& aoldsod securities purchesedamder•agresissitte -to melt .
received the threefold word of
',`DatIllbter, be of good -e has been lifted. Merchants aft`
59
769
162
28
•
•
8. Other loans
comfort: thy faith bath made thee whole; go in peece.", That • anxious to hold all prices and
634 760 79
ank premises
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othet
and
fixtures,
and
furniture
premises,
Bank
9.
adopted
been
had
she
that
indicates
stable
tender word, "daughter,"
wages to create a more
119 085- 50 10
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
into the family of God.
11
business climate."
consolidated
not
subsidiaries
in
11. Investments
12
His Power Over Death-Luke 8:49-56
The owner of a Colorado
outstanding
acceptances
on
12. Customer's liability to this bank
13
service firm comments, "I
Delayed on the way to the home of Jairus, the ruler of . the
18. Other assets
14
the
support
completely
synagogue,by the conversation with the woman whom He healed,
ASSETS
14.
TOTAL
President irthis effort to control
a courier came running and bringing the information that the girl
was dead, and then made a suggestion that Christ not be troubled - inflation and would urge him to
LtABILITIES
any further. Surely if ever a man's faith was tried, it was the faith ----4-thirdt in terms of several years
11 767 634 55 15
andcorporations
partnerships,individuals,
of
deposits
Demand
lb.
28 135 774 93 16
instead of months to maintain
of that poor father who reasoned, "Oh, that the Master had not
corporations
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of
16. Time and savings deposits
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delayed by the way to heal the woman!" How difficult it is for .:contr311.s."
17. Deposits of United Stites Government
357 16 18
67.4
1'
An Olflaborne :_dry _Meaner
people to learn that His *Asia are not necessarily denials t
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19
says, "The feeling Of the
Before Jairus had an oppOrtunity to speak a hopeless thought,
of foreign governments-and °Mobil institutions
Depoeita
41 1
20
Christ spoke to him saying,"Fear not: believe only, and she shall .• majority here is that soniething
banks
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But a small town Montana
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27
27. Other liabilities ,.. .
was not dead, but asleep, thus giving His view of death as a
TOKYO. UPI) - Older
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temporary sleep. Those in the house who heard His statement -"Japanese like fish better than
2829
29. MINORITY INTEREST IN CONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARIES
"laughed him to scorn, knowing that she was dead." Like them,
younger Japanese, a government survey of 1,000 tamales
people today often laugh and jeer at the wrong time, but laughter
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71 so
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performed the miracle of bringing the girl back to life is startling.
_
only 35 percent said they did.
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' (specify interest rate and maturity of each
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Him for doing this mighty work in restoring their daughter to life.
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'
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MEMORANDA
1.-Average of total deposits fosathe 15 calendar days eading with call date
2. Average of total loans for the 16 calendar days ending with call date
3. Unearned discount on instalment loans included in total capital aceounta

41
28
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10,

a

.33 89v
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, of the above-named bank, do solemnly I gin: that this report of condition

r, Joe Dick, President
is true and corrert, in the best of my k no wledge and belief.

Correct-- Attest:

A. hr. Simmons Sr.

1972 CALENDARS NOW AVAILABLE
Come By or Call For Yours
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

STOCK
ON
BULLISH
MARKET-Abraham H. Treff,
19, a student at St. Joseph's
College in Philadelphia, told
how be persuaded six brokerage
houses _to law flirt000 worth of
stock In his silly, although he
never opened an account or put
up any cash. He conducted the
---* -4.
transactions by telephone.

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
_Igt„ALMapie AiumujiLU,hone 7512.41L-t

Directors.

A.' q. Russell
Ws
Gingl

(MA10E MARK YOR
NOTARY'S SF.514

oway
•,-evelrfrer
-Kiffirircky
86161-01"
-January
of
cink
13th
Sworn to and ntbscCed before me this .
end I herrinycertify that 1 ant net an *ter vo, director of this hank
72.
October 11

;1972 ,
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REAP Fund Increased Says Butz
Entries for the 1972
=
tional Chicken Cooking
Contest are now open with
deadline for rec
march
31, 1972. Y
n,w find
entry blanks in some gro-. cery stores, or you can ob!
. tam one by sending a
stamped self-addressed envelope to National Chicken
Cocking Contest Dept B,
goliC__110Q 551 Fifth avenue, New York, N Y 10017.
Rules are on the blanks

BY Cl/ARLES CHAMPLIN
One aspect of the changing
times in movieland is the entrepreneur who makes his own
movie, leases his own movie
theaters and so becomes h,is
own distributor and exhibitor.
The operation has been_ used
very profitably indeed with

The newest entrant on this
scene is a young Medford, Ore.,
businessman named Arthur R.
Dubs (ryhmes with cubes).
Dubs' movie, "American
Wilderness," opens Sunday at
the Capri in Murray, plus other
area theatres.

JAMES BEARIX
tionally known food columnist, who has had a part
o*- in juoging many ot Wiese
contests offers these
• suggestions for submitting
recipes. Many are equally
applicable to the preparation and serving of chtt9ten
in the home.
genres-the hunting film and
1. Any good chicken recithe wildlife film-could be kept
pe can be considered separate.
Dubs' picture is a bit of both.
It's a personal movie, with the
technique and unmistakable
enthusiasm of a man doing his

-- New Concord School
.• VI'•
_
.him $28,000 to make and so far, -Tuesay, January It;at seven
oiminmiogmmg.N+_Dubs says., playing in areas
Mt Bank Loan-p.m. ---representing 12 percent of the _Rate A gospel Munk- program was
country's population, it has
Biallximum
WouId iTnrtieprlees.t . ii4nci
done $3 million. He looks to a m
Preseynted
meciure
bYofz
theToni
au-mac
taxmcatie
Bos,
composed
McClure,
potential gross which could
conceivably pass $20 million.
Kent Huey.'
Harald Baa.
The first half of his two-hour
Eaker
Gary
read_
(Ap)FRANKFORT,
KY:
film covers his quests in Baja
the scripture and Kenneth_
California, the Rockies and - Kentucky State Bepresentathrt_
J.C. Justice introduced a bill Akaaston led Inprayer.
•
British Columbia for ___.__.__a
size specimens Of four kinds of into the House Wednesday that.4.__HO Wthe-la*ert President
riatdad
u....
horned -Sheep, ThdUbbed would-triple -tire nraximumr-V
rate on installment' -v'ai carwma for we stage.
voices and canned music are interest
made
b
y
both
banks
and., Refreshments were served
home quality, but the scenery is,.loans
industrMilian companies.
the fifth grade. The raarn
homespun
style
- NW_
The 'Pikeville Democrat's cotmt was won by the seventh
of the operation is its appeal.
gado.
The second half is climaxed proposal would set Installment
by his quest in Alaska in 1961 for loan annual interest rates at lft
JUST AN ERROR
a marauding polar bear which per cent, with a $10,000 limit
HOLYPORT,
England
placed
on
such
loans
for
both
timned out to be the largest ever
UPI)—Mrs.
• Toy Deeding,
banks
and
industrial
loan
taken,
more than 11 feet tall.
„Amencon
For fast relief
wilderooso„ is companies. The maximum mother of two, was first
puzzled'the- perturbed; she
- •
of such
tall Ott
properly
— would
rated
- — he._
G because
— loans
_visually
,
_it seeps ontateb, to 10 years for
either type of said, when the telephone kept
ringing and men asked her forlending institution.
distiirb-small childret.
The net effect of the bill would a date. She finally discovered
Shooting with a camera-works
that a local newspaper adver-1
so well in fact that the objective be to increase the actual annual
tisement from a single lady
interest
rate
on
the
outstanding
witness can only wish the two
• balance of a loan from about 10 looking for a "suitable escort!'
Hostess. Linda Adams
per cent to about 34 per cent, had made a mistake in the
according to Lenvil Hall, newly- telephone number.
appointed
banking
commissioner: In otherovordir:-NIIMBIJS NEWS 777'pay-off on a $10,000 installment,S1 . The Nimbus weather satellite
loan from a hank would jumei7 carries nine experiment's,
from about $16,200 to $28,000, he " making it a =all '`weather
said.
bureau" in space.

411.
MOVING CAN
BEA REAL
HEADACHE'

--

the REAP farm and ranch solid toatal ruralcommunity and the
WASHINGTON,-Secretary
of Agriculture Earl L. Butz this waste-.disposal pilot project to public.
week announced that an ad- additional States.
REAP is administered by the
December 3, President Agricultural Stabilization and
ditional $$544 million had been on approved an Oklahoma Conservation Service through
made available for the 1972
watershed, which was the 213th its farmer-elected committees.
Rural Environment
watershed project approved by The Soil Conservation Service,
Assistance program.
Secretary Butz
the President,,,Nixon during his ,„ Forest Service, and Extension
in Administration. Additional Service provide- technical and
Administration's a
response to indications from REAP cost-share funds are educational assistance.
across the country that farmers required to help complete work
FOR CORRECT
will tnmiOeh,or exceed, called for_ba the watershed
--&
the additional investment in soil plans.
clients are not- necessary
-REAP reports during the
and water conservation and
for a recipe to stand out;
TEMPERATUO
don't overlook imaginative*
pollution prevention and fall of 1971 indicate a subDAY OR
of traditional togr - abatement practices.
use
'
stantial increase in demand for
The 8551
/
2 million will , REAP forestry practices over
augment an initial allocation of previous years.
i. National dishes of var,I •
Under REAP the Federal
$140 million, announced last
-iovis -countries make interr egiona 1
esting entries
October so States and counties Government shares, generally
dishes also.
could start operation under the on a 50-50 basis, the cost of such
practices in the effort to solve
1972 REAP.
5 Don't ignore cold dishThe announcement cited rural environmental problems
es for chicken, such as
several significant events of for the primary benefit of the
ads
recent months that led to the
6 Consider dishes using
decision to release additional
giblets and wings.. they're
chicken, too.
funds for the 1972 REAP:
-On October 1, reports from
7. There is no needselected States showed a 400
overdo
chickel
ingrede
galnishes or ununts - remem- percent increase in 1971 over
sual
ber
-is the featuind
1970 in funds to be expended for
food
. llution abatement practicea.
:al - Be- .
_
die
--On October 28, during a
_ ef=lhe=Recisideat'
-Character.
Advisory Beard on Water
9. Consider 'serving
-chickerrter-top-of the sauce-- Pollution Control, the need for
additional REAP funds was
re- gravy, rather than
recognized and documented.
"swimming" ID it, or serve
-In November, REAP
it separately. The sauce can
1/1
be spooned over the- chickreports indicated an increased
111111Avp1,1ATuttnar 5. 1148-11DAY s
en 1 a.t r. Hew_gthe dish
demand for expansion in 1972 of
looks is important. '
1 ass: Digest st 5
XL Check- cerefully. for - A LOT OF SPACE
niftest
118511Elfrk-law.litr1-55•4516-165014- _
CRESWELL, England (UPI)
R
Sometimes a sauce can " ----Geoff Davis, 27, advertised in ,dramaticalbmprove a dish _ the local newspaper for
C intenseWWII men to join his ag
11. Check cooking time 11Wfr-JWi1dbè to rent out
_carefully to make sure it -is-- their bald heads for advertising
space.
accurate -It's. often a good
'I figure there are at least
idea to try your recipe in.
forty square inches of advertisso m_eciiie else's range to
make sure it works on othing space on, a bald head.
er equipment.
Multiply that by all the bald12. Mention accompanyheaded men in the country and
ing dishes; a menu is espethat amounts to an awful lot of
cially. helpful.
•
Kentucky Dam Village State Park
-
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-short:cts or long cooking,-in or fancy - all have .
Merit if they ..are- reallygood and follow the contest
rules.
2. Do not overdo use of
sponsoring products just
Tietaute they . are, sponsors.
Quality, not just quantity is
wanted.

TIME and

DIAL

753-6363
r„,,

I' 1 0 LIS BANK

6ourmet Buffet plus
:'.'roductitnis

lanway 1445-1

The men
Ghana, Km
Pritches
Jackson, Cl
Shiela Melt
Ailsa-i

*-

_
CUT*
11"nage

DINNER-THEATRE
Phone 1 362 4211 for Reser valtons

rifferevnie,

LTAii7
,

Members
Janet Murd
Donna Adam
Rogers, Sat
McKinsey.
secretary-0
Howard, rei

PPLJP_PPPPID Raw POPOJW-Jjic

YO

CAMPBELL'S

PAI

753-!
LA

ii

IT

Hens Double Knit Polyester

PANTS & JEANS

100 New Double Knit

SUITS

19'71 Old
roof,

New Styles & Colors
36-46 Reg. & Long 1st Quality
100.00 Value

1969 Old
roof,
1969 Old
and
1965 Old
1965 ()Ic
1964 Old
1969 Por
1967 Poi
1965 Poi

S-M-L-XL

Solids & Plaids

150 New Double Knit

The Datsun 1200 Sport Coup*. Fastback
styling. Fancy handling. Frugal engine
Tinted glass, whitewalls, safety front
disc brakes, reclining buckets, a
fold-down rear seat, all standard equipment.
Foxy Datsunl

1965 Poi
1969 For
Muri
147 For
1970 Cad
1970 Cad

BOYS

SHIRTS
New Colors
and Styles

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

1963( a(
1967 Thu

LASSITERacKINNEY DATSUN
S.

12th Street

1968 V.I
1945 Chl

_

•

-2

•

a.
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ice through
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tion Service,
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CORRECT

and
PERATUAE
DR NIGHT

3-6363

BANK
ettek•
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REMINISCE

_Tennessee C
AttractsX

—

women -made
---Thttheir on clothes

MIK

It41 :

was a major calamity to break some article from the cart in
._ By HELEN M.PAGEL
one. As for old iron, that was trade.
Copley News Service
The ragman insisted that it
People don't have rags hoarded like gold. Not even a
have -rusty nail was ever thrown made no difference toldni,•at
They
-anymore.
the same time swinging open
castoffs" - that is, most away,
fly the time everything had the doors -of the cart • and
Women wear a dress a few
times and then it's outdated been collected the ragman had displaying the fascinating
and is discarded for sohiething arrived and clambering articles within, knowing pernew. Or a pair of sham gets leisurely down from his seat on fectly well that they would be
scuffed, and that's the end of the wagon - a ragman who irresistible to most women.
And after much deliberation
didn't move leisurely probably
.
them.
Most of these thing KM their never existed - he would the housewife would usually
way to one of - eieveral produce his steel-yards and the end up with a shiny tin
charitable organizations and weighing of the rags coin- saucepan or a red tomato
' cushion which the ragman
are eventually pat to very good, -iteneed-i•
There was usually some insisted he was practically
use, but there's no romance-in
• pretty lively discussion over giving away as "it's worth a
the process.
at
Now 50 or ...60 years ago, this part of the proceedings, the good three cents more'n year
things were different. Most housewife insisting that "the rags come to, ma'am."
Then he would climb back
women made their own clothe. bag certainly weighed more
Phyllis
right,
to
row,
left
first
The members of the Lynn Grove Junior 4-H Club are pictured,
onto his wagon seat and the old
pieces
all
those
with
thanthat,
a
out
cutting
after
and
Kelly:
then,
Glisson, Kathy Crawford, Tripp Furches, Mike Rogers, Keith Overby, Chuck Williams,
piece of material, 'from Minnie's black alpaca horse would amble up the road
Pritchett, and Joy Kelso; second row, Bill Gllsson, Karol Kemp, Milessia Miller, Dan Potts, Mark .dress from a
that was left skirt and Henry's woolen while the housewife trudged
scrap
little
every
Kemp,
Kim
Gary
Morris,
Thomason,
row,
Debbie
Jackson, Greg McClure, and Gary Miller; third
jacket" and the ragman in- back to her kitchen, happy and
saved.
carefully
over
was
Shish' Mckenzie, Denise Howard, Lisa Brandon, Cindy Lassiter, Tammie Miller, Tammie Calhoun,
7siAting thet_itlit _Steelyards -dated 'over -thellet that he
il
reitartrunt
—410therrwe
cr. Offleers are Kiln Kemp, president, Tammie Calhoun, vice-president, Garry
were practically threadbare, couldn't lie and she could see had a "bargain." And who was
, secretary, Karol Kemp, treamer, Denise Howard, reporter, Lisa Brandon and Tammie
- focherseif that the bag weighed to say that she hadn't?
even_ when patching
and
yjwas
r.swag leaders. Chuck W
_ 1i4/42e-IeMielli- On M01441_ ik ek_atingimgg
_
thenstre - -ltiStArpOunds andAlizquarter.
-Tinewlitittaid
held at Benton.
Needless to say, the ragman
limit, they weren't thrown'
SHEBOYGAN, Wis. AP, away. No, indeed. Along with always won the argument, but The storm virtually closed
the scraps, they went into the . the bargaining was all part of down the city, as bus service
rag-bag. Actually, there were the fun and nobody would have halted and factories and stories
usually two ragbags - one for missed it for anything.
stayed closed Thursday under
Then came the all-important an onslaught of eight to 10
cotton scraps and one for
to
accept
whether
question of
•
woolen.
inches of snow.
About twice a ye* the. money _for the:rags or to take
But that didn't deter one•asragman came arouncL-aid--his-piring future motorist who
be
might
He
an
event.
was
visit
showed upi at the driver licensa rather decrepit specimen
at lean, to
t
driving
take his road test.
hitched to a rickety old wagon.
When no one arrived to lest
Or he might be a more dignified
10.
him, he left word on an answercharacter with a horse whose
a
ing service tape recorder that
ribs didn't show quite so
he had been there for his applainly, drawing a covered cart
pointment and would be back
wherein reposed various ar_tides of tinware, brooms 4011
Rainfall across the Tennessee notions."
. Valley averaged 53.7 inches for,
But whichever class be wn, _about two trestles above
belonged to, some fine spring normal and six inches above the
-morning you would hear far 1970 athowit;o/vA -reports. ---••the-road the ery-, '
As major
in
e
i
gs! Old iron! Old bottles! R-a- tributary
storage reservoirs
"a-a-gs!" .
' were generally , higher than
- It began as a deep roar and notwin
ma
h fl May.
ended in a high falsetto and
recreaLthti season. The agency_
there would be a great flurry as
resulted from above-.
everyone rushed to haul out the said this
and streamrainfall
average
begs of rags and the boxes and
Members of the Lynn Grove Senior 4-H Club are pictured, first row, left to right, Gay Howard,
during this Period In the
flows
•
iron.
and
old
bottles
of
barrels
Kemp,
Chuck
Janet Murdock, Tammie Overby, Randy Hutchinsrand-Gene Luakhart; second row,
For although he was always. eastern half.of the Valley,along
Donna Adams, Peggy Potts, Kathy Calhoun, and_llaigM Jackso0 third row, Charles Glisson, Lisa 'known as the ragman, actually with thild ternperatures that
Rogers, Sammie Tucker, Kim Barnes, Melinda -Beller, Dana Miller, Debbie McClure, and Ricky
he dealt in all three corn- reduced .the demand for
McKinsey. Officers are Lisa Rogers, president, Gene Leekkart, vice-president, Janet Murdock,
hydroelectric power generation modities.
Oay
secretary-treasurer, Kathy Jackson, song lestilmollatby Calhoun, renteetional leade‘asi
pretty at the dams below the usualr
were
bottles
Glass
'
--••
a• Howard. reporter. The club held a skatteg partelit Benton on Janus!'"
scarce 50 or 60 years ago-and it suMmertime requirements. Norris Lake reached its third
highest water level on record in
May,and South Holston Lake its
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
second highes1 on record in
TRADE WITH
June.
In Auguest TVA issued new
I
guidelines on lake levels in the
major tributary reservoirs to
Iturray, Ky.
The nation's independent then before the Congress, by
753-5273
benefit recreation. These lakes
Jospeh P. will
business people are reflecting a Congressman
continue to be lowered eeeh
LARGE VOLUME -- LOW PROFIT
growing concern over the Vigorite'Of Penni-Weida, one fall to provide storage capacity
Ouflusiniffr—
hunting
ecology, the pollution problem, of the nation's major
for_regulating winter floods, but
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
or environmental "control, and fishing states, to ban the no- further winter drawdowns
regardless of which term is deposit, no-return container, below the flood control levels
NEW OR USED CAR
found support by 62 percent of will be more limited than in the
employed.
the independents. The results of
This is being shown in various this poll, featored by the en- past. There are also some
state surveys being conducted vironmental editor of United changes in the flood control
by the National Federation of Press International, created levels themselves.
This will increase the
Independent Business.
substantial comment.
probability that the lakes will
As perhaps to be expected, in
in
poll
But a special state
Hawaii,the Pearl of the Pacific, Michigan finds 67 percent in rise to favorable levels for
there is substantial concern favor of such a ban, with 66 recreation by the following
the
independent percent favoring a law summer.
among
No major flood control
business people where so much requiring a ten percent deposit
operations were necessary in
on
depens
economy
the
of
containers.
on non-returnable
1971 Oldsmobile 8. 4 doorhard top, power and air, vinyl
1971 on the Tennessee River.
tourism.
In Texas, another great The TVA system was operated
roof, Murray car.
In 1970, the state legislature outdoor recreation state, a
passed a law forbidding the special state poll shows 64 to help reduce modest floods on
190 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan,all power and air,-vinyl
pumping of raw scrige into the percent in favor of outlawing the lower Ohio and Mississippi
roof; Murray car.
Rivers in March and in May,
blue waters off the islands, the no-return container.
damages
flood
averting
by
also
now
banned
is
which
and
While the container
lee Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser, Station Wagon, all power
- -- at
-Federak-leve.
ge Industries-have gotteray t111.
-afld Sn,
Since 1945 there have been
establish
to
expense
1915 Oldsmobile 98,4 door hard top, power and air.
Almost 67 percent of the n) great
major Tennessee River
and nine
deposits
business people in the Islands collection
which would have caused
floods
1965 Okismoblle,811, 4 door, power and air,
believe that business firms recycling facilities to largely 'heavy damage without the
the
in
problem
should be charged for sewage eliminate the
regulation provided by the TVA
1964 Oldsmobile F85, 4 door.
connections leading to sewage more urban areas, the problem reservoir system. The last of
disposal plants, with only 28 of littering the trails, beaches, these was in December 1969.
1969 Pontiac Catalina,4 door hard top, power and air.
percent opposed ,and the streams and lakes of the
On the main river, Nickajack
balance undecided. A slightly wilderness areas with non-"
d Guntersville _Lakes were
air.
and
1967 Pontiac Statioliliagore- pesver
lesser percent but still. a biodegradable containers'
field below normal levels during
majority also feel that private appear to be growing.
October and the first half of
While it probably can be
190 Pontiac, 4 door, power and air.
homes should be charged for
November to aid in controlling
assumed that users of the
sewage connections.
weeds, including
aquatic
outdoor recreational facilities
1965 Pontiac, 4 door, with power.
watermilfoil.
Eurasian
Hawaiian business people by are no more careless than they
The new Thus Ford Lake on
an overwhelming majority were formerly , not only are
190 Ford LTD,4'door hard top, power and air, vinyl roof,
the
Elk River in middle Tenexpress the viewpoint that the there more users of the outMurray car.
began filling shortly
nessee
problem of pollution by industry doors, but the old-fashioned tin
year began, and
the
before
car.
Murray
should be solved by mutual can would rust away, unlike
147 Ford,4door,power and air,
normal summer
its
reached
cooperation such as- tax in- modern packaging materials.
level by May I. It was held near
roof.
vinyl
,
air
and
power
human
Deville,
of
centives, bottle refunds;
1970 Cadillac Sedan
This problem
this level through October and
Other means. Lest than_ It carelessness and disregard for 'there gradually lowered to its
II eeroupeDeVille, power and air, vinyl roof.
percent believe the penalties the maintenance of natural
seheduled January I flood
involving fines, jail sentences, beauty poses a major problem
control level by the end of the
1963 Cadillac Sedan Devine.
or other means should be em- for.industry.
year.
ployed.
The year ended with
CLIMATE
PROMISING
roof.
air,
vinyl
and
1967 Thunderbird,4 door, power
In addition, sixty-three
December rainfall averaging
, Tenn f
NASHVILLE
percent believe that bikeways
There -seems •*to be a spiritual 6.9inches across the Tennessee
eL968 V.W.
should be built end
ening - *thong • Vt-Af
-, normal for December is
bicycling triciniraged "al a throughout the land,- says the • 4.4: • inches. The highest
1965 Chevrolet Rd -Air, 4 door, 6 cylinder automatic.
means of trattiportation.
Rev. Dr. Anthur B. Rutledge, reported December
rainfall
The concern over non- head of the missions board of
region-was12.122
-returnable bottles and-,cans- - ther-Sentiterit-ftapt t
Inches at Highlands, North
appears to be stronger iri states vention "'We seem now to have Carolina, near the intersection
for
remote
such as Hawaii where there is a a More Favorable
(lebrgia- and
effective Christian witnessing of the borders of
great deal of outdoor life.
North and South Carolina. The
pop'.,
the
of
"all
Segments
among
-Carly in 1971 a poll by the
than, for several years lowest December dot,a1 was .89
Mciln Street
• National federation of In- -illation
•
of an Ina" at Groseclose,
•
prisl'"'
dependent Business on a bill
Virginia, east nf Marion.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Kentucky are -attending the _The practice of allowing Ken- Clarksville schodl lind paying
tucky students to attend Austin the same tuition as TennesPeay State University in seans, said Dr. Joe Morgan
Clarksville, Tenn., has become president of Austin Peay.
The original purpose of the
a one-way street, Tennessee
plan was to build up the faltereducators said.
1estIfying before a state leg- trig enrettment- at-the schoot
islature subcommittee on high- some years ago.
HE* officials have privately
er education budget requests,
Dr. John Folger, executive di- concided that system in allowthe
rector of the Higher Education ing the Kenturkians to pay
than
lower
$600
tuition'lower
of
years
Commission, said two
negotiations with Kentucky in out-of-state fees-has beeh
continued in deference to State
have produced no results.;
"1 would have no objection •ta Sen. Halbert Harvill, D-Clarksa reciprocal agreement If one ville, chairman of the Senate
could be worked out," said Fol- Education Committee and forme/ president at Austin Paay.
gee.r-t'But -my "ft seems like we've got a
work
to
difficult
very
that It is
One-way street here," comthese out."
Meanwhile, 275 students from mented State Rep. John Bragg.

And 01
VW- -CM:

Starting Saturday, Jan. 15th
Open: 7 Days a Week

6,A.M. to 8 P.M.
All Our Old and New Friends
-Are

ll In
infall
Rainfa
fi Over
Valley
N
orm 197

3rk

Holiday Restaurant
Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora, Kentuck

„

aft 11-Win
Savings up-to----- —

ARKER-FOR
"service -Built

Business People Reflect
Pollution

•os

Or

50°0 More

Bristol

1
Ba

vvEjuNs• cAumeNtA

USED CARS

-N40°I;
/IYilIA

Cobblerstl,

More lovc than leathe!

Vit4INC

Selby

All Shoes Marked and On Display
Shoes for The Whole Family
* Mens * Womens * Childrens

DRESS - CASUAL - SCHOOL SHOES - BOOTS
No Exchanges or Refunds on Sale Shoes

Sanders-Purdom

107.,,S.. 4th Street

Phone 753-5924
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NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FOR SALE.

DifaIN-4s-new -atimeiated-THE-G0?.IMONWEALTH-elit-i97.- eHEV1ROLET- Vs Ya ton TRAILER,10152t,Dimiles west;MOBILE HOME, 187042'it-60'--19/100123x81P-lefoltfL-E--HOME:
bedroom, Includes patio, awning, un2
with Ftoffler of Murray in the KENTUCKY. CALLOWAY pickup truck with insulated of Murray. Phone 753-1353. 315P Marriott,
car*
buil
erpdemg7insair. conditioning,
oiL
illt d
MugeuidiLeterrianhuneaedn.iatOelwyndeure m
camper top. 26,000 tniles..$2,000
Central -Wopping- Center. Phone circuit Court
metal storage
in
pickup
to
old
J1.8C
GORDON W. BANILS,_VELMA wiU. accept
7534909.
.
J15C r
relocation. Exceptionally 4RANKS AND SUSAN BANKS trade...436-2145.
ater
spaces.
ck
GEaM
ndOBgar
ILEabg
hoemepispa
nice peting and utility room with
. %
trailer with washer, dryer and washer and dryer hookup. Phone, SPECIAL ON permanent waves Phunbff,
1949 CHEVROLET furnished. ;20.00 monthly. central air and much more. 753-9900 or 753-8964 after 4:00r•
at Adam's Beauty Shop in
By VERNON SCOTT
FLEETLINE, good condition: Lakeway Mobile Home Park, Please call only if interested, 753- pm,
Coldwater:Phone Judith DarnelLvecsus
J17et,
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
314C JUNE BANKS AND BETH $110.00. Phone 753-7343 from 6:68 phone 753-8216 after 5:00 p.ni.
489-2582.
2584.
,
t.
J15C J15C
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Julie Adams, that most pleasimi wife
BANKS Defendant.
Ull.8:00
year old log house,'
100
..
ur__R
OYE
.
JANUARY SPECIAL; Big 3
_ of Jimmy Stewart on the actor's new half-hour family series, is
zso Logs are in escellent,,
versainly4ar feons4aiw.NOTICEOFSALE
-- squally charming and warm off-tiereery,
19611CHEVROLET-LWOW-Van; EXTRA NICE two bedfoOlti'
BUY '
Thinessee
tion.,498.86
Pho3n
5.e Puryear,_f
than
.
. - ing a grandmother.
327 V8, automatic, less
can PurchseelimibloenelSctint:JaruaryerY"‘"-e‘difor
unfurnished brick apartment. betirmra
JI5NCP
By
virtue
of
a
judgment
and
Show,"
Jimmy
Stewart
Despite her role as a granny on "The
WANT TO BUY Ledger & Times
3,000 miles. Good tires. Make a Wall to wall carpeting. Excellent only $6,595:00, completely furorder
of
sale
of
the
Calloway
Julie's own brood consists only of Steven, 15, and Mitchell, 8.
Newspapers dated December 29,
$795.00. Phone 435- location. Price $100.00. Phone 753. nished. Delivered and set up
to Ledger & Circuit Court rendered at the good camper.
LITTLE GIRL% Coat, size 6Xi
There's nary a grapdchild in sight.
JI9C 8831.
1971. Please bring
5:00p.m.
after
njigc within 100 miles. Bill's Mobile
5533
J15C
Phone 7554385.
She is married to actor Ray Danton in real life. And although Times Newspaper office, 103 December 30 Term thereof 1971,
Homes, 3900 Beltline High- like new.
in the above cause, for the
they've had more serious marital diffitulties than those depicted South 4th Street.
TFNC
-As
- new deluxe model '
'
NICE TWO bedroom trailer, way, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone GooD.
SETTLEMENT OF ESTATE and
NOTICE
on- the weekly NBC series, Julie and Ray have been man and wife
J14C
cost
Many _con_yeaterices such as 4434150.
proceed to
16 years.
avocado color washer, dryer and
therein I shall
its
TO BUY
good used chain 0ffer
!_WANT
asv....phone
Thsag7
•
They live atop !Mulholland Drive in the Hollywood. hills in
d00 for sale at the Court House THE COMMONWEALTH OF carpeting, electric beat, washer.
gas range. Used just a few:.
openstninv,
-home.
It
is
.
a
fard7ty!..4.—,
,
,Ti
- new imPorteds-months n34690or 753.2fne, yispe_ vrmforbahle_7.7no.dit;. •
r in the -rity_ of Waren VENTtfEttleWitY_'PliiiiiititnI44effiltettliffe- Phone TWO
753-7920.
J15C linen tie-back drapery 90"x84"
honie with a Spanish teling about it.
Ken
y, to the
bidder; _
.
, .; , . ,, :,., ., , _ • ,: __:• 7. _.qsat.iff.„_"___„
LOST -FOUND_ _ __-__ ,-_--.,
The carpeting is oln,e green_ The woodwork and_generaLdecor
0Ach; ..8....YAN8 Matching fabric
UNFURNISHED -ONE bedroom New quilted bedspread 96"x110. SHOW HORSES 5 iriaitestalli
: o'clock versus
anuary
d'art
objects
dog
paintings
and
black'
Peruvian
graced
with
FOUND: LARGE
The Walls are
house, modern all electric, Phone 75..C-3186.
p.m., or thereabout, upon credit
i14C hackney pony stallion, Wester.
whieb Julie collected when She was on location in that South
Rillewhig PALACE -MANNING, JAMES completely carpeted, one floor
Ms
months,
six
pleasure pony _filly, Rackinkt
'
of
rabieslag
cellar
'
red
wearing
American country during the making of'The Last Movie." ,
Phone 7534486 or 753-9999. J17C described property, tot MAN- plan. Ideal foreouple. Located on
MANNING, DANNY
4
country_ pleasure gelding. 753Folutamr_
.
From autumn to spring there is a fire in the hearth every
Cobb Road, 10 miles from city
Beginning at an iron
which NMINANGN,
1348.
J15Cn
evening.
el a
- 61 is located at a point on the west JOE MANNING and TERRY square- r5•00 Per liwatb• stove EXTRA NICeate-_-bedrioni
Dinton is coach of a Pop Warner League football team and-has
and refrigerator furnished. banished *pertinent, mi blochl
of _South College or Hale St. MANNING Defendant. _
._1969 YAMAHA "150" street
generated interest in the game En his wife...
.
.
Phone 4364357°I.7534247' "M. from college. Couples only. No :scrambler, 3700 miles. Ketunor%
-. (now SOuth 15th St.)705feet south
But Julie prefers to stay at home cooking, reading and relaxing
NPTICg0F SALE
--- -'Chicago (NFS) - Age can - of the northeast corner of the -per.-Electric hatate' air con-11.vacutun cleaner, 2 speed; coffek
when she isn't working:at-Warner Bros. in the-new-se.
ii
un- land described in Deed Book 48, By virtue of a judgment and NICE TWO bedroom trailer. Aittoner. Phone 7534135 or 753. and end tables; high chair; sma
• . _2_ up
--9----rook'
- niiticed, and-fiTry biriThe lea- Page 533, for a beginning
location. One mile from 'TFC tricycle; large dining tableo
,4478.
Point; order of sale of the CALU)WAY Beautiful
a good company •sook' is the ,way Julie puts. it. She son you:re not . skeping well thence
city limits. Phone 753-5109. J19P e
west nofeet; thence south'circ,,it..,coort.
fleetwood
- -hints-Out•150 feet; December 30 Term thereof 1971,
FURNISHED apartment, cabinet model, zig zag and blis
Kentucky
Joke has had the same housekeeper for_severt years which al- _ SO THE next time you Strip 75 fe-a-rtbence east
'MOBILE HOME on
_• stitch• Phone
nievoo-yea.
• .your .bed to- change- it, check _thence north with the wesA41-0e4 in the above cause,.forthesum.of Lake; *miles hien Murray-in 100ta eamim-tr_t_fee--e
- _ • • - J15
lows her to spend five days a week at the studio.
— 753-9318
_
rips
and
stitching,
missing
South
15th
Street
75
for
And
is
ID
a
m
Hundred Panorama
feet
--------t°
Two
Thousand
Five
On rehearsal_ day 4SIonday) Julie ciarts .at
Shores.
Two 65
"'
tear's, low .or lumpy spots, and beginning.
_HONDA MINI trail. Ex
Eighty and no-100 ($2,580.00) bedrooms, 15'x15 -living room,
through. in early afternoon. But on shooting days she is .at the sagging borders.
For the purchase price, the
stage by 6:30 a.m. and works'until in the evening.
with
interest
at
the
rate
—
Dollars,
These, according to the purchaser must -execute
separate dining km, kitchen, PROIchlbIONAL OFFICE space condition. Phone Th3-M41
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The Dantons own I cabin in the mountains about a two-hour Spring Air Mattress Company,
blind, of seven percent per annum from central electric heat add air available. For- information • 5:00p.m.
drive from home. There is a small lake for Steven and Mitchell Chicago, maker of ,the Back with approved securities,hearing the 8th day of March 1971, until
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force and effect of a judgment. Court House door in the City of Phone 436-5571,
skiing-excepting Danton, who has an aversion to snow and cold.
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. Frank L Ryan
4 when-the Texas ftangers..nee
, == central air, 7 months old. Must
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enjoy
all
those
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Tkec NICE TWO bedroom furnished and mattresses. Excellent
trance,
Sunday.
April
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after
playlag.54
she concludes, '''but somehow I've',imaged totdo it."
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.001-14
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home ,they will meet the New
•
of section 19, T. 3, R. 4, east; bedroom 'apartment. Carpeted month. Near university. Phone pillows, sheets and bedspreads.'
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York Mets at Kinston. N.C..
HOLLYWOOD (UPI4 thence east 80 rods; thence north and air conditioned. Located
S E L F - Monday night. April 3 and at
J14C $50.00for all. Phone 753-1310. J14C
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J14C IN GREEN Acres Trailer Court, REMOVE CARPET paths and
role in a 30-minute animated seeking Rod Steiger to make
For Men,Wo
en
beginning, containing 10 acres.
Man,"
pitchers
and
catchers
"Bag
Yankee
10' and 12' wide trailers. For spots; fluff beaten-down nap with
&Children 6 yrsand up
segment of television's "Love,. directorial debut on
ALSO: 30 acres off of the
Kotto. will report to camp Feb. 18.
by
screenplay
married couples only. Also Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer $1,:
by
2
Taught
brown
original
belts
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12'x64'
MOBILE
HOME,'
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3
American Style."
of
the
endFor information, can 767-4457 south
bedrooms, furnished. Couples trailer !Paces'', i22-30'Per inanth- -Big IC,Bemire ShoPPMECeirtract only. phone 753,0682 after 4,00 Clean and quiet. Available, ter.
following described
J156
of land, viz: 86 acres
jiep telephones, natural gas and
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank more or less out of the N.W.
cablevision L3 Black JR'liedlLTEN WEEKS old Toy Poodle.
R.4,
installation. Phone 7534860. TFC-',Quarter of section ra,
TWO BEDROOM furnished 16th Street extended. Phone Iss- Phone 753-5945 after 5:00p.m.
East and inure accurately
318C J14C
apartment, all paneled, gas heat, 4539,ELEXMOLUX SALES & Ser- described as me remaining
washer
and
dryer
outlet,
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„,„
vices, Box 213, Murray,Ky.,C.M. of said quarter section township
Gibed"
Also two bedroom i'4"-r- 3 L'cu[°°In Rouse, Dining REFRIGERATOR WITH
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- and range after, taking off the Per month.
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5
0.00
per month. phone room, Den, Garage, Quiet freezer across
trailer, $
mington,Kentucky.
TFC • part heretofore sold and deeded
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to R.M. Carson in the west side of
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said Quarter, the part here
IT'S terrific the way we're selling
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FURNISHED APARTMENT,
conveyed being 30 acres off of the
one -block from University. FURNISHED APARTMENTS. Blue Lustre to clean rugs and
south end of the above described
Inquire at 1609 Hamilton. 317C Living room, kitchen, bathroom upholstery. Rent shampooer 81,
86 acres.
with shower and bath. One or two Begley Drug Store, Central
Phomo...
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EFFICIENCY
ROOM
for
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missioner's Deed Book 6, page
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private
entrance, carpet, ments, South 16th Street, phone
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central heat and air. Phone 753. 7534609.
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thence east 28-4-7 Poles to 1956 DODGE
Central
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753-5865
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listed
room, built in kitchen, hall, built AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
Clerk of the Calloway County
in bath, plenty of closet and puppies, 9 weeks old. Phone 753-,
Court.
ALSO: 20 acres of land in the 1967 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent storage space. Private entrance. 6379.
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RENTERS MFA Insurance
.. Phone 7534648.
18, T. 3, R. 4, East, said condition,white. Phohe 753SectionTFC
Company has a policy to cover all
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•
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door
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Manning Noverber 8, 1920, and
Main Street to check the low cost.
Nice
furnished apartment
deed of record in Deed Book 52, Caprice with black vinyl top, air
Also homeowners, fire, mobile
vicToR MOBILE home, 8'x35',
for 2,3,4, or 5. College girls.
page 434, in the office of the Clerk conditioning, new tires, 20,000
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good
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book
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the
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For
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tion. A dream cottage. A dream car.
Reedy to move into. $950.00.
753-5865 days
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Good tires. Must sell. Phone 752- utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
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Dishwasher, 1969 HALLMARK Mobile Home,
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right and privilege to pay cash
them up at our new
refrigerator, stove, garbage 2 bedroom, 12x 52, all electric, air
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and accrued interest at any time 1969 Z-28 CAMARO, Silver with disposal: Across from Westview
location-1293 Chestnut
conditioned, set up and skirted,
period ever, and makes Bonds a practibefore the six months expire.
black stripes, vinyl roof. Ansen Nursing Home on South 16th St. like new. Shown by appointment.
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cal-way
dre;i:ns-you want to
Frank L.
MONTGOMERY-WARD
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Sprint mega, discs, gauges. Phone 763-3865 after 6:66 p.m.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. Jl7C
om:re
tome
Master Copimissioriei. Excellent condition. Phone
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753- J15C
Main,
enough to eri.joy t twin
Calloway Circuit Court.
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TWO YEAR ohLEnglish Setter.
female,$75.00. Phone 753-,
THREE
"'ROOM
furnished
BALDV1IN PIANOS 'and organs
J17C
North of 1962 OLDSMOBILE, air . con- apartment, private'entrance, 7585.
7
miles
SHOP.
PET
641
for rent Or sale. Rent applies to
puppies, ditioned, good tires, newly heat, water furnished. Extra
-birds,
Murray.
-Fish,
purchase. Lonardo Piano ro,,
'hamsters, guinea pigs and overhauled motor,' needs tran- nice, quiet. Fot teacher, couple, TWO BEDROOM trailer, 12'x411',
across from Post Office, Paris,
Phone 753-1862 or 753- smission work. $100.00..Phone adult/ only. $90.00. Near hospital. partly furnished. Phone 7534435
Tennessee.
JI7C
41.4i; supplies.- Bonds mature-in-less than six_yeats.
-327NC 436.2263.
753-12b9. • .
J14C after 5:00p.m.
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KINGSWOOD-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house on corner of Camelot and Ford Road. All built-Ms, two
baths, central heat and air, two car garage. On good size lot.
Must see. $28,000.00.
ON 901 FAIRLANE IS A THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer
house,central heat and air, 120'x120' size lot, two car garage,
two baths and all built-ins. Ready to be bought.$32,500.00.

4,
uxe model
• dryer and21
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J15e
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were selling
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re, Central
J15C

-AN - Three bedroom
1305 OVERBY PERFEC'T 140i
frame and brick. A fine how with all the conveniences of
•
„haina-__SC700.00.
CORNER tau srREET AND CRICWOOD DRIVE - Three IR-WififErarci:
Ills a
Or wood floors. A real fine_buy. at $23,500.60.
...„
_
dk. COTTAGE IN THE VICINITY.OF HAMLIN AND Keniana.
Three bedroom frame and partially furnishedirnagme only
W $9,000,00.
. MLEACH SIDE, 1
NEW BRICK DUPLEX. 2 BEDROO
!
W carpeted, central heat and air. Showers,and washer-dryer
• hook up.One apartment rented. You can move right in to-the
other. Only $25,000;
I.DVELY 2 BEDROOM BRICK ON CORNER LOT. Plenty of
C,onvoniesti-to-altoppingir.--Located -at 1390 Johnson
Blvd. - $25,500.
•
Green Aiires.
* LOVELY -3 BEDROOM BRICEILMEADOW
2 baths and carpeted througbobt $20.500/
• 11

•

-• NEW BRICK 3 BEDROOM HOME ON HWY. 893, two and
• one half miles South of Lynn Grove. Lot 120 x 250. Immediate
• possession, $21,000.
• IN LYNN GROVE ON 120i 322 LOT. Brick veneer 3 bedroom
• modern home. Large storage building in back of lot. A lovely
home. $20,500.
•
• WELL LOCATED ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD. Good
2 acres. Reduced to
/
• aluminum siding, 3 bedroom house on 11
• $19,950.
2 MILES So. of 121. 3
1
LOCUST GROVE ROAD JUST 1/
41
2.
bedroom brick home that is nearly new. Has electric heat,
• draperies, carport, and 7 closets. On a lot 125 x 428. Only
• $10,000.
_

•
k INVESTMENT PROPERTY. THE CLAUDE ROWLAND
.
term an Utterback Road. just west of 641 Ao. Aboutf
nen from city limits. 28 acres and 3 bedroOrriframe house.
0 Fine to develop. $32,000.
• GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Roberson's Hih-Burger
on S.4th St. Good terms to right party. Good yearly business.
• Terms to right party. Bar-B-Q pit. Serving all types of meals.
• Call for details.
•
.
• BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT WEST OF' Mt GIRL Scout
available in
0 Cabin on Sharpe SI One of the few vrooded lots
• the city limits. 100'x 200' wid only $11,950.

•

4.

•

2miles East of Hwy.94
/
20 ACRESON BLACKTOP ROAD. 11
• on Faxon Road. Has 3 bedroom bric, and frame. Real nice
• and priced at $21,000.
.
•
2
1
CHOICE LOCATION OF LYNN GROVE HIGHWAY just /
mile weSt of city limits. Eleven rooms.- Central heat. Stock
barns and 3 car garage. This is a lovely home. You must see
to appreciate. Lot is no'x 373'. Call to see-this. ,

•
•

•
•
•
•

NTENNA
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A $19.95
Center
Center

t only rids •
yes pile soft
ectric shaniome & Auto
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Toy Poodle
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and shower.
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Take over
16 or 753J18C
()bile Home,
electric, air
and skirted,
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.117e,
nglish Setter?
753-,
- •
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:
iler, 12
•ne 753443$

JUN

NICE 4 BEDROOM BRICK WITH 11
2 BATHS, garage,
/
range, refrigerator, washer, dryer and drapes. Also 2 *air
conditioners. Reduced to $23,000.

•

LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT ON 641 South- across from
Holiday Inn. 150 feet street frontage and very deep.Ideal for
most any business. Call about this.
EXTRA GOOD CLEAN UP SHOP. A 2 car shop, well
equipped on lot 100 x 250on SAth St. Priced to sell.

•
•
•
•
•
•

C.4-1 *90 04

PESTS

VOILSALILWANTED..MATURE, dignified,
attractive ladies with-car for
pleasant, good paying public
relations work. Send snapshot
and resume to Box 32C, Murray,
J15C
Ky.

CEDAR PO1NT ROAD NEAR AURORA. 4 bedroom brick
with lots of built-ins. On 3 acres about 300 feet from year
around water. House has 2 baths, carpet and draperies. You
must see to appreciate. Priced at only $35,000.
ON 121 SOUTII. SMILES FROM Murray. 60 acres and nice
brick homt CAIfor appointment to see.Priced to sell.

POST-CHRISTMAS bills got you
down? As an Avon Represen7
tative,you caneara-the cash you
need to settle up fast. Call now:
collect before 8:30 a.m, or

ALUMINUM
PLATES
23-1/16x35"
409 Thick
I
plates.
for siding or roofing

PROPERTY ON LARGE CORNER lot at 800 Olive •
our bedroom and 2 bath fraine home. 4 completely
•1
apartments with bath-iirid carpet.
•
63 ACRES OF GOOD FARM LAND WITH year around creek.
r600-p-ITI:-;365-9424 WIl
irlenty of black top frontage. Fish ponds, tobacco,,aM-corn
Mrs. Janet Kunick, Route 2 Box
around -bottom of
•
bases. About Smiles N. E,,.of Murray. Owner retiring and bas
BULLDOZER WpFtK, trucking, SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back 136A,Princeton,Kentucky
mob*
homes_to keep
J15C
pricedtoselL$ttXO...
also bank gravel, fill dirt and hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7 42445.
out the wind and snow,
AT 304 WOODLAWN.3BEDROOM BRICK,draperies, storm
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or 5933.
TFC
windows and doors, carport. Lot size 80' x 180'. Living room
TFC
•
p.m.
354-8161 after 6:00
COVENTRY now hiring and for many other
FOR ALL your home additions, SARAH
carpeted. $19,000.
INTERIOR PAINTING. Free alterations, remodeling, etc. full or part time fashion show uses such as
new
Under
directors.
estimate. Work guaranteed. Can Free Estimates. Phone 753TWO AND ONE HALF MILES N.W. OF IORKSEY". 84 acres
"building our'
TFC management. Phone 753-3056 or
farm with 70 acres tendable. 3 bedroom frame house,several • furnish references. Phone 753- 6123.
mice or rats.
-767-4476 between 1:00 and 7:00
TFC
• 3484.
outbuildings. A really good buy at $26,500.
EXPERIENCED DAY care for p.m.
J19C
• TAX SERVICE. Leave records pre school children in my home,
DEEP WOODED LOT AND A 3 BEDROOM brick home at
JI5P
1509 Sycamore. Central heat and air. Two fireplaces. Newly •for fast preparation. Government Phone 753-7276. .
LADIES'! NEED extra money? Call at
$24,000.
Phone
rates.
carpet.
new
and
Reasonable
trained.
decorated
•
Full or part time. For interview
753-2959 or 436-5430. Feb
HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!! 'phone 489-2324.
•
J15C
IN KINGSWOOD. A NICE 3 BEDROOM brick home with
Rewiring, Service Changes,.
central heat and air. Lots of built-ins. Fine location. A really •HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER Electric Heat Specialist.No Job is
1D3 N. 4th St
good buy at $25,500.
Shop,713Spruce Street, open e:00 too small. Reasonable rates. 1108 WANTED: WOMAN Fridays
Murray, Ky.
Monde/ Sycamore.Phone 753THE Lake. Lots•a.m. till 5:00
only to come in and babysit for
OTHER LAKE PROPERTY ALL ALONG
through Saturday. Haircuts;LW.
FebentylbC
76-4797.7.
Phone
one,child.
•
and-homes-in-a_ wide price range.
say&barrmal.75.
1
•
EXTRA FINE HO!IN KINGSWOOD ON lot 110 x 150.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
•
REAL
Windows,
Pella
air.
and
heat
Large 3bedroom brick central
-2baths,all built-ins, garage. Large redwood deek,-"Hal-reany.- *
extras. Built by a contractor for his home. You must see to I.
appreciate. $37,500.
SS

•
•
•
•

25' each

Ledger & Times

Town & Country Real Estate

TEN ACRES ON 641 SOUTH. ADJOINS city limits just Southof Uncle Jeff's.
4 BEDROOM BRICK AT 1702 COLLEGE FARM -ROAD.
•
Lovely new carpet.

•
•
COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES,--1 bedroom, large
•
family room. Real sharp. $0,000:
_
•
NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK AT 1711 COLLEGE Farm Road. •
All built-ins including refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to
•
sell. 222,500.
•
POTTERTOWN ROAD. ABOUT '74 MILE OFF OF 94 East.•
Frame house with basement. 3 bedrooms on 3 acres. City
water. A bargain at $14,000.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
Nite Phones:. Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961 :
•
•
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761 ••••••••••••

•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111•

remodeling.
FOR' WANT_ TO RENT house with
PAPER
WATCH
electric heat out from Murray.
•
REOPENING DATE.
Phone Lloyd Sills 753-8830. J17P
PHONE: 436-5496

WILL KEEP three or fouryear We wish to express our sincere
old child in my home Monday gratitude to each and everyone of
through Friday. Have ex- you who were so thoughtful,
perience. Phone 753-7694.. J17C sympathetic and generous with
hospitality in the recent passing
YOUNG MAN 25 Years old, of our mother. Especially for the
recently married, honofable many beautiful floral offerings
ischarge, 4, years college and to Bro. James Shockley for
education, worked thru school in his -words of comfort. We are
Department stores and factories, comforted knowing her body
2 years hospital work in the Army rests in the community she loved
desires position in or around so well and so close to her many
Murray area. Phone 753friends and relatives.
8900.
J2OP
Our love and blessings to each
you.
of
WILL DO oda'jobs at your home.
The Children of Elizabeth
Phone 762-4462.
J17C
Crouch.
JOE.

IIIICE.FORACQUPLE AT520S91);121-7th.-Stre _wt4eaew1e _
Painted and hilly carpeted home- Gas beat_and air cm.

Guy Spann Realty

UNDER CONSTRUCTION 3 TWO LOTS, 200'x200', located 2/
2
1
bedroom brick. Two baths miles East of Murray with like
family room with fireplace, new 12'x60 trailer, has all solid
central heat and air. Buy now and Maple furniture; also new 12'x20'
pick your own colors. Also under outside block building. City water
construction 4 bedroom brick available. Phone 753-8e32. J20C
2 baths, family room with
1
2/
fireplace, formal dining room, TWO BEDROOM fame house
and two car garage. Both are. with electric -hescand carpet.
'deluxe homes and are located Located at 1405 Vine. Also 40"
close to the new Murray High electric avocado cook stove.
School on Holiday Road just east Phone 753-508.
JI7C
Of the West Murray Church of
Christ. Phone 753-3903 after 4:00 SMALL FARM: good location;
p.m. to see'these fine houses. business or future investment.
Financing available to qualified One mile
East Murray, apJI4C proximately -10 acres pasture.
*buyer. •
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
7 room house,
Cozy older
CYPRUS SPRINGS
modern. For appointment call
RESTAURANT
436-2173.
overlooking beautiful Ky.
WANTED TO RENT
Lake is now Closed for

CARD-4ff THANES .4

SERVICES-OrFERED

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Due to our many recent Sales we need new
•
•
listings on all types of property.

t, size 6X,

•
•
•

OPEN HOUSE
Sat. & Sun., Jan. 15 & 16 - 2:00-6:00 p.m.
at Belmont Court (Off Belmont Drive)
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOMES Garbage Disposal
Concrete Driveway
Urge Bedrooms
Electric Baseboard Heat

All Brick
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Ceramic Tile Bath
Electric Ranges-

Dovm

'65-'100 Monthly Pqt_nents_(Based on Income)

- NEW 3 -BEDROOM HOMES Good Locations To Pick From

11,000 Down Payment - '115.78 Per Month

- LARGE CLEAN-UP SHOP at Stella

y (Next to Feed Mill)

'500 Down - Payment As Low As '68.50 Per Month

NOTICE

NOTICE

641 BARGAIN CENTER
• OPENING FRIDAY, JAN. 14th from 9:00-8:00
Located Just South of Puryear
LADIES TOP NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
Iflibiality and irregular ...
All at Unbelievable Low Pricosf Because of such low prices we are not allowed
to advertise name of brands.
Vh1Y1 Swede
lit quality
in per cent Polyester
Knit

Slacks
1st

will have

•

quality.

Blouses
'4.99

'4.99

jackets
Reg. Trie#
$14.95
Our Price

14,99

- OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT Excellent downtown location. One reception office, 3 private. Large storage space.

For Information or Directions
Call 753-9900 or 753-3616
Ask for Jesse or Joyce Spencer
or stop by at our new_locatipn on
East Mai Street (Foimer Carrier Plant)

1st quality Name Brand

Dresses

Reg. Price up to $70.00

Our Price $3495

.Open Monday thru Saturday
Q1Den_Lriday Nights til 8 00

Real Estate

Town and count
0'

Ts'

-
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BOSS OF THE NFL

Rozelle recalls years leading up to big job
F.ditor's Note: This is the
second in a series of articles on
National Football League
commissioner Pete Roselle.
By RICK SM1111
Copley News Service
__An--osswere' .maa? Pete
Rozelle, commissioner of the
National Football League, says
no, although it. is the owners
who hired him and pay him.
"I den't have to cater to any
owners. I've got a contract that
runs for a long, long time. I
have independence, and
frankly a commissioner is
much stronger now, in my
opinion,. than he. was Whiln
there were-trdulis,, became
with 12 dubs, if you've got two
or three upset with you over
some action you've taken,
that's a pretty sizable -MOW
"With 26, we don't have the
cliques anymore. With that
many you diffuse the pressures
that might be exerted by two or
hree PlePS!,11). I
Re_relleAnliws -so s o
about the presseres before he
was named commissioner in
Februtiry, 1960.
He served as general
manager of the Los- Angeles
Rams during a turbulent period
in which Sid Gillman was head
coach:. Dan Reeves, the
majority owner, was feuding
with NS partners; the Rams
gime ishistees-for.OWe
— Matson and gave up on Norman
Van Brocklin, who two years
later quarterbacked the
Piniadeiptua Eagles to a league
title. But Roselle's football began
long befcife that only a few
miles from Los Angeles. As a
child of 7 or 8 living in Lynwood, Calif., this parents still
live there), he would watch his
uncle, Glenn, a star at Occidental College in Eagle Rock.
When he was 12 or 13, he saw
Ben Agajanian kick a field goal
to give Compton Junior College
a 9-7 victory over Pasadena
_
Qty College in the Rose Bowl.
"I
remember
Jackie
Robinson playing at Pasadena,
&Airy Belli. kir Campton,
Cassie junior college confrontations before 40,600 fans in
the.Rplie Bowl."
Rozetle did nOrplitY nxiaaur
in high school. He lettered in
varsity basketball and tennis.
He did, however, cover foothill
for the Compton
High
newspaper.
-That's when I became so
enchanted with Duke Snider,"
he said. -Duke was just a
tremendous all-around athlete.
The first baseball game Duke
ever played was in the Ilth
grade at Compton and he
pitched a no-hit, no-run game
against Beverly Hills High.
He once threw a touchdown
pass that traveled 64 yarch in
the air, then passed fir the
conversion to win, 20-19.
Compton had been trailing, 1913, with 40 seconds left."
Rolelle still is_ proud. ot _the_
.fact he convinced the Helms
Athletic Foundation board that
Snider was good enough to land
a spot on the all-Central Interscholastic Federation,
Southern Section, third team in
baseball. "Here I was, Duke
Snider's Boswell."
The Boswell was graduated
from Compton High in 1944 and

joined the Navy, spending two
years on a tanker in the
Pacific.
He is a third-generation
Californian. His paternal
grandfather, who had come
from Indiana, established a
ranch along the Los Angeles
River around 1891.
Pete's father was a purchasing agent in the Los
Angeles office of the Aluminum
Co. of America.
After the war, Rozelle
returned home and enrolled at
Compton JC, serving as a
sportswriter
for
the
newspaper, handling athletic
publicity for the teams, and
making -his first contact with
professional football.
In 1946, he had a summer job
publicizing recreational sports
In the Compton district. The
Los Angeles Rams were
training in Compton that year
and they scheduled an intrasqUad game there, so
Roselle amds
!..01 - the game

the San Francisco firm and
its representation of A
sports came into his life again. which was putting -GS
The company became involved
Melbourne Olympics War
in the Winter Olympics at • Year.
Squaw Valley in 1956 through
"We had been retained to use

the Olympics as a peg to get
there written about Australia
treat a tourism standpoint."
-About a year later he
received a call from Bert Bell,

who was commissioner of the
NFL. "Tex Schramm was
leaving the Rems_(hs general
manager)to come back to New
York to take a job with CBS."
At about this time tbe Ranr4
owners were beginning to feud.
"Bert apparently went to all "
the panthers and they agreed to
give a general manager day-today responsibility and then if
there was an impasse on some
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big things they would go to Bert
for arbitration."
Roselle was offered the job.
"and it was an even tougher
decision than having left the
Rams before, because I was
enjoying what was doing in
San Francisco.''
When he became commiskriser three years later,
Rozelle said he did not have
time to think whether he had

the ability to do the job.."It
happened so fast."
--He does not believe he week!: -have been up to it if the game .
then was what it is now but
then, it may not have been as
big now if it hadn't been for
hirn

JAI

Ti

Next: Roselle drives tough
bargain with television.
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"Seranun called me one
and offered me the job," he
remembered. "I thought that
was great, better than being
sports editor of the Times.".
He served in that job in 1952,
'53 and '54. Then he was offered
a job, at 93,000 a year more
than he was making, to go with
a public relations firm in San
Francisco.
'I was more interested in
broadening myself — this firm
had some interesting accounts,
the Philippines, Australia. 'It
was a tough decision, leaving
the Rams, but I dedded to take
it.
......•, „
"'Me next they the Pro.
was heldin L. A.The dayef the
Pro Bawilstoodrin the roof-al
the Coliseum discussing it with
Dan Reeves (the Rams'
owner). "I remember Dan's
great line to me, 'Pete, you
gotta Jernernber money isn't
everything,' which the staff got
a kick out of because Dan, of
course, had more money than
most of us."
Roselle spent two years with
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'Maxwell Stiles, then Mew_
the
-Rims' publicist, asked
about doing the Rams'
program during the season.
"That was really busy.
Because I was in school,
worked on the school paper and
was doing publicity, putting out
the school's program, then the
Barns' program."
At -this point, his ambition in
life still was the job of sports
editor on the Los Angeles
Times_ although "I wasn't a
good writer. I was only
adequate."
But his destiny was beginning-10 Utike a new direction.
The basketball coach at 'the
University of San Francisco,
Pete Newell, came to Compton
to scout the Western States
Tournament. The athletic
publicist at USF was ,,,leaving
and Rozelle landed the job plus
enough money to get him
through his final two years of
college.
.
He also was the school's
athletic director the last 1%
years., when USF's last football,
team went unbeaten and sent
several players to the-pros:- Since USF had just given up
football,'Rozelle did not know

.#
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Orlando, Fla., treats Halite, female Hegel, for wounds received
from an unknown hunter. Hallie's eggs are being cared for by a
male eagle with she can recuperate.
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More opposition
to public housing

yes tough

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) —
-Schoot, communW
recreation facility, mini-park.
shopping
Service MM.
This logy "ell be the iiifiee
building of the future, created
_meet...dia.densande °flour-clay-work week.*
The lour-day week,
already a reality for some
workers, will have dramatic
and wide-ranging impact not
only on our way of life but on
the design of commercial
buildings, Richard Dorman,
architect, predicts.
He says builders soon will
to take into account the
growing trend toward the
four-day,
10-hour-a-day
pattern and the reduced
building usage which will

now on all-jet basis

common. Today, most office for community use bl+ closing
buildings are deserted a full Off streets between buildings, works, bitt-how he lives."
With /0_ percent
48 hours eaelt week.---Seon; tenet. wain'--inner acme
they may be closed for 72 -elevators and elevated walk- U.S. population expected to
hours.
ways, and covering open area be living in just 10 or 12
As one solution Dorman with a skylight. This would major urban centers by 1980,
I
principal
of
Dot. create from the existing street Dorman said, urban land will
be at a premium. Coupled
mini Munselle Associates, a naturally
Mi-gelea.suggests builders coaditioried area for com- with the four-day weeks
incorporate into business munity living, adjoining a optimization of land use will
betven more vital.
buildings those facilities major employment center.
"Enlightened business
which can be used by the
Dorman even envisions leaders must
start planning
community during non- the possibility that buildidgs
now for die social as well as
business hours.
designed for combined eisoneliiic
implications of this
"Just as many Eastern business-community
usage dovoliimiern," he said.
,
apartment and business could
receive
special
buildings are designed with municipal tax benefits.
several floors devoted 16 use
"The long-standi
by a public school, so could concept of 'the highest ng
and
buildings be constructed not best use of the land' — which,
only with office space, but also heretofore, has been
based
with outdoor areas , which solely on an economic premise
could 4ie leased to government — will increasingly have
to
.
.
recreational or 'community he believes.
1938, did-it again recen1W.
activities. This would defray
architect and the
Despite a free-minute exthe cost (i;f the building businessman," Dorman
said, planation of the drama before it
operation and benefit the "will have to study
began, the police
community in that local lifestyle of the people the new stations in Buffalo, and radio
who
will
New York
government would-not have to work /ti ca building,
and its were flooded with phone. calls
build these special buildings relation to its
-sarrozniding from nervous listeners. r
with tax funds, he said.
community. Like the in•
Community use
Captain James" Cook
dustrial revolution itself, the
Existing buildings, he four-day week of the '70s will discovered the Hawaiian
-8ug/tc4te. could be remodeled affect not only how swan Wanda. _

__
The first technique has
By EUGENE C.AIILSON
WASHINGTON (UPI) been iiiiddy mid in Row
One more chapter was
/he airline has been — Public housing, an idea Britain. Since bowing
•.
written in commercial making money for its born of therather-dtaaineome;
hest
intentknis;
aviation history on Nov. 5 stockholders
Icelanders has fallen on hard times. •
-- - -kir--etbniesiorr-there,faamille.
with the last trans-Atlagic
The concept .of providing timid to hold on to dile polar
flight by a propeller-driven
example,
it
for
1970,
ha
decent, low-cost housing 'for &killings and even pass tilietn
plane in regularly-scheduled posted a passenger load factor poor families now
is catching on to their children. _ft a
passenger services.
of 73.2 percent of occupancy, criticism from all sides — family make, more
The withdrawal by highest of any scheduled tenants,and outsiders. rent-is mind
'colon& Airtime of its last trans-Atlantic airline, and
Families who live in public creating a healthy Wino
jet-prop plane and switch to carried 282,546 passengers — housing often claim they
income groups. -an all-jet fleet, disclosed in a which is more ..Iceland's prey to "nosy landlords are -- Large housing.
brief release, could be total population of 204,400. resented by better-Off ,and may be cheaper to
neighdescribed as "progress."
The main reason, ac- bors. Those outside the Hutunan says, big the.
It may be viewed dif- cording to John Loughery, projects see them as
rate of tenant teirsurveir
ferently, however, by some lelandic's president of for juvenile delinquentshavens requiring extensive
and
maina
old-timers who liked to look marketing in the United drain on their own
tenance, may actually mew
property
out of the window _once in a SIVA&
ce
vhs
lioa. •
were spinning even- if it took fares of any scheduled airline has been worse
"Ins large building, costs
than the are preferable not eait
longer to get there.
between the United States and
because they lemon the Lot maintenance, utilities' and
Icelandic, the low-priced Europe."
These observations emerge concentration of problem security go on, even though
maverick of the trans-Atlantic
Icelandic does not belong from surveys summarized by families and the wolfed's the building is unoccupied,"
air limes, switched to 250- to the International Air sociologist E,D.Huttman
in a visibility to the public -.1144 he said. "How to increase the*
passenger DC8-63 stretch jets Trensport
Association recent issue of City Magazine. because they often lessen the building's productivity on a
about two years ago on its
seven-day basis will become
ATM which sets fares for its
Huttman, a'sociologist at opposition of su
main -route between New members.
the ,Hayward Campus of reeidents to the plaTisinati an important concern."
York and Luxembourg, which
. A quarter-century ago, he
"Every airline is talking , California State 'College, public , housing irk'non alum
accounts for more than 90 about lowet Jares on Feb. 1 reported especially hostile
observed, the five-and-a-half
percent,Of its passengers...
di work week waa- not an-t when the current J-ATA reaetiona from real- estate
- -However, the
189- agreement et-OW-but we are agents.--Thli 'group pictures
passenger jet-prop Canadair already offering lower fares public housing tenants as
CL44 planes were retained on than an hod el • ht now " " ineless •
w
Or
ound
nest
a
ilhiñ
'kg erY said.
and the British Isles and
He said Icelandic will
Scandinavia and were the only endeavor to maintain its "Government compounds' —
propeller-driven aircraft in reputatiop for the lowest people who do not have the
regular scheduled services tr.ans-Atlantic fares after the American abilities to go out
across the Atlantic until last new IATA rates go into effect. and buy their own homes."
Public housing dwellers
November.
.
But he admitted the airline surveyed in several cities had
The last prop-jet flight, 'faced a challenge on its new mixed reactions on their
from London to Iceland, was jet routes to—Britain and situations. Two-thirds of those
by the plane named "Leifur Scandinavia, once-weekly polled in San Francisco said
Eiriksson" — Icelandic flights to Glasgow and they were better off now than
spelling for Leif Ericson, the London and more frequent in their previous housing.
Icelander generally regarded services to Oslo. Copenhagen they resented the badioameBut
of
as the first European and Stockholm.,.
the project,• alleged police
"tourist" to the Americas. - —`,...111 order -to obtain' jet harasemeot and vandalism
by.
Although formed in 1944, landing rights in these youths.
Icelandic did. not begin countries, he said, Icel•udie
Syracuse, N.Y. residents
schiduled
trans-Attantic had to agree to charge the said they would feel happier if
service until 1952, after its same fates the other airlines the project were in a, alum
founders literally dug their do as set by IATA. Loughery area. Nearer friends
and
Our fad! & Winter Fabrics now_marked down again for final clearance! We. nustspleor thpso.tor
way tQlwdf.0 profit& L.
ketiocricaus cinuidering 48asilier-surreundings,--rather
-neviSgoring SUMMeT - Fabrics- now in transit! Doter micv -these- unbelievable'Fabric Buys! Be
Air Force C4-7-had a number of • promotional than in a middle- dais area
been abandoned on a limier incentives
to
attract where resentment
ltpte when the dos; opens Monday for the Fabric Bargains of a lifetime!
in Iceland two years before. passetigehi, including low-cost bors was high. from neighIcelandic purchased - the all-inclusive packagenours of
Managers hit
"lost" plane for $700, dug it Iceland.
Project
managers got their
out from under 25 feet of
Icelandic trans-Atlantic
mow, bulldozed a runway flights include stops at Reyk- share of criticism. "They have
down the glacier slope, flew javik, and stopovers under the right to come in your
the plane to Reykjavik, the special packages have been house when they like. You
have
capital, and sold it to a available for years to just to tell them everything,
like welfare," one woman
British broker for $70,000. passengers.
said.
Huttman sees the sheer
size of many housing projects
as a key to the problem.
Cramming &WO poor peoPte
into a warren of bleak, high
Famous Name Bra -'d FaP & '
, ter FairFabr,cs now at one
rise apartments ensures
unbelievable :ow, low
Imaig•ne. sur,. fine fabrics as Arne:
residents will see people with
Jersey, Polyester Prini;.
Pr nts, 100% Polyester Chalrrs. their own problenis, even if
Sportswear Denims, ar,r1
-a-y others at only 1..C.per inch
the
development
is
surrounded by relatively
affluent neighbors.
Huttman suggests two
solutions — broadening the
economic base of public
housing tenants and keeping
the projects small.

`War of tie-Weals'
break:at—starts panic

FINAL GLEAN

Thousands of yards, Regular $1.29 to $2.99 yd.

FALL & WINTER
FASHION FABRICS

per inch

pospitil *Report
January 10, 1971
ADULTS 109
NURSERY 4

FALL FABRICS
i group of Fa',

8. Winter Cottons, ":_)aciiii
i'ottiins.
it' ,ii arid
Avrils In prints and solicIS., All
wide, :‘,•
to AI, at
is!
o•-ce
rierestioii A h
hoiry
for this"'

unbelievable _low, tow give-away

NEWBORN ADMISSION

Reg.- 44-74.54
Drowse through our store slowly.
Discover the many wonderful, tastefully
decorated room settings in Ethan Allen
American Traditional And the charming.
versatile designs like this hand
decorated tea wagon shown here. Then
sit back relax, and enjoy a cup of _
coffee with us. Then, if you'd like,
you can discuss your thoughts with our,
staff of trained home-planners.
Their advice is FREE—they'll advise
you on color, fabric, choice of woods,
lighting and a,"thousand" nther
things. They'll guide you through all of
our Ethan Allen room wettings and
at the same time create new and
exciting ideas for your home and they'll
give you your FREE copy of the 330
page Idea-filled Ethan Allen Treasury
of American Traditional Interiors.
So hurry down ,.. the coffee's on.
UNITED HOMES FURNISHINGS

Carriage House
114 North Third St. Phone 443-6257
Lamed Selection of Accessories in Western iteareck,
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT Dal 8:30
Paducah, KY
•

TRAD11;3011,L

13aby Boy Mitchuson Mrs.
Berth& Sue NEtchuson), Rt. 6,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Ralph Wilson West, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Shelby Gray Potts, Rt.
2, Murray, Mrs. Judith Ann
Graham, 1304 Walnut. St.,
Benton, James. Loyd Carson,
Ftr 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Opal May
Phillips, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Jane Armstrong, Rt.3,
Mayfield, Mrs. Linda Lee
Treas, Rt. 9, Memorial Lanes,
Benton, Mrs. Grace Duncan
Jeffrey, Box 526, Murray, Mrs.
Lula Mae Harris, Rt, 1, Sedalia,
William Galen McBride, Rt, 2,,
Box 116, Murray, Elzie CarIlle
Lovett, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Ida
Mae Harris, Rt. 1, Farmington.

French winegrowers
on Rhone face crisis
Winegrosiefs
in
the
Chateauneuf du Pape area of
the Rhone Valley fear that the
famous French wine could be
endangered by draining
operations on a branch of the
.river by the National Rhone
Company.
Wknegrowtfrs say the local
,climate will be disturbed if a
..flowing____body_._.of stater_ is
replaced by stagnant marshes
bring:ing -Mist and hall.
.

Our Entire Stock! Regular $3.99 to $5.99 yd.,

BONDED-TURBO ACRYLICS
Fall & Winter

•

,ptlons

Our entire' sfba _ OT Illhles
dila
T urbo Acrylics now at one low 'ch.
54'; to 60" wide, first odaidv.-, a
-*CkS and fancies.

-tway p•, e
ti , in

, GUARANTEE
Buy with confidence
at the Remnant House.
Your money back if not
completely satisfied
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Vacation ends quickly

_.-W9rsein
Evening war*
EVIMISM
-11Aorrung Wors1
•Evening tworsi

anifIWIYar

the carn

-Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
-Country Hams and Steaks
-All Kinds- of Fresh Moments& Ffssa
6 a.m.to 10 p.m.,7 days a-WM-J.C. GALLIMORE -

(The following article is reprinted from the Miami News.)
Someone brought me a story printed recently in the
_
"r-ainti(Go.) Messenger" which is just too good not to share.
Hugh Dorsey and his wife set out from Canton, Ga., early
one morning trying to get.through Atlanta before the morning
. traffic-rush.
Hugh had gotten off from Work at 2:30 LIM at. Lockheed
and didn't get but a couple of hours sleep.
After tooling along Interstate 75 for a spell, fatigue and
sleepiness hit Hugh real bad and he turned to his wife, Willie
- -Belle, and asked her to take over.
He climbed irrto the back ot the camper and: started to
'undress-just as his wife let out the clutch and lurched into the
145 traffic'ivtiizzing along. Hugh down to his Obits;felt
.against the door which had not been fastened properly.
-Hugh Dorsey flew through the air, landing on his rear
end right -on'the 1-75-concrete. For a split second he didn't
it know whether he was dead or alive but managed to roll out of
the highway onto the shoulder and to safety.
In the distance he saw Willie Belle and the camper disap-'
peering over one of those South Georgia hills.
-TatiiitheiTtn
D-oriey
Car -after CM:whizzed by as Hughhis drawers wondering what to do next Some of the drivers
would squestilreif tires briefly thetrviii*Crafssiifrightened
by•the strange apparition.
Finally an old Chevrolet came to a screeching halt and .
four men-piled-eut —three apparently under the influence.
After determining Hugh Dorsey was a real, genuine masi,
they got down to serious talk, accepting an offer M 150 frolic
Hugh Dory if they wodld put him in the Chevy and catch up
with Willie Belle and the Camper.
"That makes sense," said the one sober man, who happened to be drivinA the old Chevy..
-i-ltsezeirctimbedim-pfueli Dorsey in the middle of
-Trffie'tfts'lle imMetilltely spraWlEtrbut
rin
the back
..4th their feet stuck out the windows.
sec-Tthe rued and tie a
'The Old-Cheri leatini*tirn
- vas doing 90.
oti-&
* *
Georgia Highway Troopers Tom Harrison and Jake Rakestraw had just finished their coffee at Stucky's place in
Unadilla when they saw the Chevy blast by.
"What in hell was that!" exclaimed Jake.
"Looks like somebody done caught themselves _a naked
man," said his partner. "Let's go!"
With flashing light and siren at full voice they tore out hi
pursuit. The Chevy's driver heard the siren and floor-boarded
the gas Pedal.
Tom and Jake finally overtook the Chevy at Ashburn and
. demanded to know what was going on.
"We ain't done nothing wrong." said the *hey. "He's
gonna give us $50 to catch up with his wife.:'
Hugh Dorsey confirmed the story so the troopers put him
In the patrol car and whizzed through the south Georgia
countryside past the big green signs proclaiming Sycamore,
- Chula, Tifton, Unionville, Fender and Lenee. A• they ap-proached Adel, Hugh Dorsey saw in the distance Willie Belle
and the camper, its door still swinging in the wind.
* * *
Mlle J3elle had been..cirtv.in_g _n_earleihree boors before
siren's wail drowned out the pickep's'redio and a patrol
'car crowded her to the shoulder.
a Her eyes popped out of her head:when she saw her near'L....asked husband climb 2et of the Patrtg mix She _ then fainted
dead away.
Hugh Dorsey/ didn't even look at her but climbed in the
camper, put on his pants and shoes, and shirtless, returned to
find the troopers reviving Willie Belle.
* * .*
Well, things looked O.K. then.
"Don't worry," his wife said. "We'll be fishing in Tampa
Say this time, tomorrow and you won't-remember a- thhig
about this." BilliTtighDorsey wasn't
•
"For two cents, I'd turn around and head back hoine," he
muttered.
' -ANL -maybe be should. have. Because when they !toppedat Valdosta for lunch anotherni.
*- * looker-46*C at 4CleiliTtilE1bagiteerlind
home fries and started to spread his napkin over his lap when
he noticed he had overlooked one small detail when he had
put his pants back on. He-forgot to zip his fly.
Ha quickly jerked up_the*peer but doing so caught the
corner of the red tablecloth. No manner of jiggling could loosen it.
"How much for the tablecloth, Miss?" asked red-faced
Hugh Dorsey.
"Droll worry about IL" she said:"PH fin you up."
She left and returned with a big pair of shears and
whacked him loose, leaving an eight-inch tongue hanging
from his trousers.
Hugh Dorsey and Willie Belle fled from the restaurant
and climbed back into the camper-truck. They drove silently
tor an hour before Willie Belle noticed they were going north
•
on 1-75.
She didn't says single, solitary word.
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LONG STORY-Paul Waschevski (He's the big fellow )
and build this superbike during his spare time. A

Static
•
•

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. - When from people," Waircht4ski building endeavors, but it was
'.the Waschevski family goes noted. Although no -one has the most chaiiengidg. The 9 family's garage resembles'bike ricling. the'er together. offered to buy the e air&
.Troura Yeti
IT1 yifilY"."), bike shop itieff-ififfi- two
-W1TU n't selr
Chicago(MT - ff you get
_
.a Shuck vthen yoti touch. /1 -bicycle?
many have followed the five- tandem bikes (both of whichdoorknob- _or_ nthfr metal
and the family of four still seater to get a closer look at it. Waschevski built earlier this )eci friyuuuhuiuc, th.ts..mi be
Presently, the bike. Undies year )7 tour- SUM-gray-model'
1St Th
one seat left over -Y
a sign that the air in your home
case one of theneighbors wants _bid with Waschevski and four bikes, one girl's bike,five or six
• •
is too dryfor comfort,
to go along. •
- -Children aboard or three tricycles and one old. motor- A
Engineers-- whcr- -mike-the
The 12-foot, five-seated, children and one other adult. cycle. Waschevski plans to add,.
,
Hamilton,Humid-Aire "humidithree-wheeled "superbike" With four adults, the weight is two more tandems to the
- lien in thic.agn-say that static
was the brainchild and hand- too great for the front wheel, collection before next summer. electricity occurs when the reliwork of Paul. Waschevski, which Waschevski hopes to
ative humidity is less than 30
a 'iends like to
"Some ofir
who built the bike just for the replace with an old motorcycle ride but
per cenj.
have bikes
OTHER -SYMPTOMS of dry
t
fun of it.
- wheel this winter.
Plains Sharyl
themselveS,
air are creaking floors, loose
"It's like driving a bus," he
The five-seater wasn't the Waschevski. "So we supply the
furniture joints, cracked piessays, especially when it comes first of Waschevski's bicycle' bikes for them."
ter; :iiii113---piiptiing through
to navigating corners. "I take
as much room as a car, but I've
throat. .
•
never tinned over yet,"
The remedy is its see your
Waschevail,*16 haswaked
heating contractor for a furwith bikes since he was old
nace• humidifier-that will bring
enough to ride one, finished
• the air . in your home up to
proper relative. humidity-kWs,
assembling it within one week
30 to 40 per cent
and spent the next '-week
working out the "bugs," The
tollego prof puts
bike is made of four men's
the
has crne wheel
front, two in the rear, four
normal hike seats and sets o
A _Tugs., Anottmlo_e_ has handlebars plus a baby seat for
.1 yrAitiom."-'
two-year-old Susan at the very
writteniiirtuaiell Version of"A
I
end.
Comedy of Errors," in which
i
I
All in all, its quite an tinthe girls are Spanish-Mexican,
the duke a gunman turned
pressive sight.
But the welding done by a
sheriff, and Ephesus a
t'e:
California mining town in the local blacksmith wasn't the
e
1870s.
biggest problem Waschevski
‘
-1
-Dr-- --SlanleY Harnatca• faced. The bike requires six
,. :-. . :&rector of Ncedh Texas State separate chains, two gears to
0.
each section of the bike and five
University's speech and drama
department, wrote the musical gears in the rear. And a very
and entered it in the American long Slam
„College Theater Festival.
just-hid-one-wheel
tf-ivie-on the bike, but it was too
hard to control," he explains.
"So I switched over to a two0..wheel drive system which---a
much-easier--and-safee,2-1The airport passengerSheryl WascheVski still
screening system designed to doesn't trust her husband's
identify potential skyjackers five-seated bike enough to ride
-. it regularly,.but Mike, 4, and
has resulted in the arrest -0f1,500 passengers, generally on Susan make up for her lack of
charges unrelated to aerial enthusiasm. They, along with
piracy.
neighbors, are
cousins
More than 400 were arrested constantly
er Paul to give
for possessing illegal drugs; them
d the neighem a ride
another 400 as illegal aliens and
borhood.
others as wanted felons.
"We get lots of strange looks

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That Way, they tell us
what to do.,Theg decide who is really going
to run our operation.
it's a greet Ire
. angeinent. We..end up
owned --sM operated by dip people
and use-our service:So we
knowill about their special money weeds
Miles, equipment, maintenance, extra
, Medial Milk, educatiocial expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment prov grams to their production and income.
(
R 1
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year-with a seasoned money
oro• the man at PCA
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Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

Sa

Morning WOi
Evening Wog

Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street

Si
Morning v4
Evening ve
"merninoWn
Evening Wth

Lees
1st. sunder
- 3rd.Sundae

"

Shakespeare to music

.. .
e.,. .•

-

Miejpopie we lend motterta_
tell us what to do.

tinkerer all hiilife, he has constructed all manner of siirap--looking bikes,

Supetbike proves fun for family
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Extraordinary Certificates of Deposit
Put You In The Money

SHOE
SALE

OF

I PAIR $19.95
CPS
REGULAR $18.95 SIIIIEEiRE fri41/ PRICES 431-NI
SAW $17.95

The quickest way to put yourself in
the Money is to make a killing in the
market. You may like the idea of
making money, but if you're not much
of alinancier,this quick method is out.
We at the Extraordinary Bank are
financiers. Good ones. With wise investing and a lot of hard work, we've
turned a pretty penny for those who
save with us. Especially for those

ALL NATIONALLY XNOWN BRANDS
NowittPROGRESS
COME EARLY!
IJAL SALES
-L FINAL

olsoprr.
g Wars
vernniinng
mo
E

Morning Wori
Evening Woni
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PRICE
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Morning

Evening Wars

PAIR

THE

Morning wors
Evening worsi

Our-5+5 Certificates are issued for
3,6, or
12 , months and
are
automatically renewed. They are
guaranteed for 5 years to pay 5 percent
per annum interest.

COI

-110W 1

1415 Mali
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.1=i111111111111111

Free
HEATING

1th at Cl

Wayne
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Sates, 111

That Is how our Certificates of
Delimit can put you in the money. And
that's pretty extraordinary.

14 W.stem
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MURRAY

AIL.
SHONE

who hold Extraordinary Certificates
of Deposit.

Hwy 641

Main Branch
500_ Main

—AOS

111 South 1

KY.

Member F.D.I.C.
171r..-Convenient Locations ...
" -South Branch'
12th & Story

North Branch-
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Baptist

?

.SCotts Grave
Worship Service
Evening worship

Church Of Christ

---A n--inveertment in,.Your

^

New Providence
Morning WOrS114A-..
Evening WorViiik
4flep

7:30 pin.

-

--••••46-°'
Emmanuel Missionary,
•
Awning VglieWin
7:30n.m.
'Evening, Worshin

ttC
•

-West Fork
11 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

University Marmnil-Worshelle-• Nkiegrow.E vowing Weir
.011 p.m.

—1

"Re when

Wes/ Murray
Morning Worship
10;5041.m.
TVirnReWorship
6p.m.
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N`ure,y9lAiefiANCOCENUCCA
- 143CLOAX•

'SO•00•Os, dro
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81i.rif:
5:00 p.m.

Spring Creek
morning Warship
Evening Worship

Christian
sr

I p.m.

.
Murray Christian
•WorshipServ ,c es ID iss

lie.m.
7p.m.

PolaolGeo Ustited
Warship Servir.0 -• 11 a in
Suilday• 14III:m 2rd Sunday

7 p fn.

P'

Mantes Casoosi
-Serstabr Saint••
Worship Service

Nazarene

Sinking firings
11 a.m
Morning Worship
Eveal% Worthip
_
7:30 p.m.

Murray Church
Sunday School
Worship Service
Locust Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Mosel Oahe
Morning Worip
Evening Worship
7:311Gmr
•
Poplar Springs
Morning worship
11 ALM.
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

11 P.m
?p.m

-

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening.Worship

11 a.m. 7 p m. .

10:00

After all, what determines the value of something? IS it the
iWfor; what can be done with that thing?
treasure a-plenty in a world that has-neods epluntifM.k.
your xruesure really vatuame oy using it to nap mows moss mom
,
.
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Reclaim Christ
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But no matter what ourfleasure is, we need to pause
- occasionally atetake AOC&
that which walleye. We neelf-TO see
whether or not our trebiure is being wisely used. We need to
see if we have.become so concerned with getting our treasure
„,,that we hoard it for a never-to-come rainy day instead
-et using and sharing it.
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Lone Oak Primitive
1st. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
2.00 P.M,
3rd. Sunday
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TOM ANDREWS. YOUR HOST

RESIDENTIAL

Phone 753-1675

r

flAerican
Mmotors

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

of the Following Businesses-

• .

Phone 753-1933

Murray, KY

So. Side Manor Shoeipini &Mei'

Put first things first, . lit
Attend Church

1105 Pogue - 11 Block E. of S. 12th • Phone 753-1069

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads - Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
• Fast Service - Open Sundays

•
Residential - Commerciai • Farm - BUilding Lots and
.Lake Property-Buying Selling- leasing
Phone 7534724
518 W. Main

Phone 753-2700

Kottlickw fried ekickei

DIV.

Freed Ccitham Co., Inc.
9th at Chestnut

AIR CONDITIONING
Phone 753-4832

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Supplies
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating
94 E at Murray Bail Co

-

•
\

, •

12th

Phone 753-3734

CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

RECAPPING
121 W (COldwater Rd 1 Ph

.'llnP,
.."1.,zwillipt".

a
:-.
4.1,
:
,
,•0410
. •‘•i.t!k"‘

: r.
•

ir ;

Ph 753.9/9

flth & Maple

753 3144

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

Hendon's Service Station
--011
tif.Otii3

-

BERT, ALTON. AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance elaim work. Free istimatirs.
Ph 753-7150
Hwy 641 S. (Hazel tivil .1

Phone 753-2997

& Chestnut

RC

Murray Muffler Service

union

PENNY CHICKEN - PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
HENRY
. ..
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $2.00 OR MORE

Phone 153 7992

A
1111P
s
t% J

'5.

Ph. 753440

Hwy.94 - 1 Mi. E. Murray-- Ph. 753 6685

Trenholm's Drive-In

Palace Drive-In
Points

Phone 153 018)

062 Chestnut

—1----

D

,
.

%

.PARTS & RENTAL

Air Shopping Center

SIERYICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

,

E. W. Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis, MIlt•
Phone 753.8220

F ivp

'

• ....t ' t

.SALES, . SERVICE

.riii
nr
-4:- r_i_- iii.,,:.

Phone 753-1319 ,

Murray Warehouse Corp. ,Inc. Randy Thornton Service Co.
7
. GRAIN DIVISION .
Air Calliftlettine-Heating-tommercill Refrigeration

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

._,...m

N. 12th Extended

Hwy

--Nighest cash prices for corn and soybeans

'

;--AliWoctitfiato Ihack •

A complete line of Electronic Complimiot ports & Ac.
CesserieS

Distributing Gulf Products
Bel

-

Ph. 7534119

"WE SPECIALIZI1 IN SOUND"'

Storey's Food Giant ,

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753.3571 ..

- .._____
i

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Distributing Co.

Phone 753-2202

Wells Electric

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Rudy Lovett

BOWLING AT iTS BEST -- FINE FOOD

Central Shopping Center - 7534061

.

Industrial Road

Celt in Orders 753-7101

15c

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Dilys

MINOR REPAIR I. WELDINO

WW1 N 4171(1 SO441.,r

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th

C It IL!

.

Chili

HAMBURGERS
0,164-

Phone 7S3-1713'

• North 4th St

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES Atip SERVICE

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

HEATING - SHEET METAL

-

Gal/TO-aim
Real Estat• Agency

i

,
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

__ JAS. D. CLOPTON

753-3092

Stadium

••f

___ __
,
111-Corisurator Service
Tune-Up
_w._ . . .-------------4------ - -------

—*ire Liiiiiiiiiiiiiir - Bailaw ftwA Facilities for
•
Clubs and All Sticipt hleallistos

--Ples Points
"
-

Carra Tito Service

Ph 753-5209

Awes

Churches.

Top Quality Used Cars

•

- 403 MaPle

. thsickItesteerant _
'-- 444r4sorr Chemicol-ce,i-inc.—Sou
ALL YOUR FERTILIZER REEDS"' - • -

..,-... ,vt*

RCA VICTOR • FRIGIDAR.IRE • MAYTA.G

......

FOR

10,00

Mobile Home Courts '

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates • Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Sirloin Steak - Tue.. Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 • Call In Orders to 753-4419

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep

1415 Main Street

,

-

--• ---,

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

Saildlass

Hwy. 1641 Worth

•

Immanuel Lutheran
th
•
• •-:--Sunday School
Morning Worship
. 10 30a rn
*

'

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

'

•

Schoolv

_

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU
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it or not, everyone has some type of treaSure. It may
be that traditional, most soughtafter one of material wealth. Or
perhaps the oft-ignored ones of good health, riffle education,
loyal friends or a loving family. Or i may be the greatest- treasure
of all: eternal life through Jesus Christ.
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ByJACK GAVER
NEW YORK (UPI)- There
are numerous extras on the ,
television network schedules for

Bob Hope ail&ck Lammon- Sunday,the prime attraction beGershwin music spiraists Mon- ing the Super Bowl. There are
day, a satarday b it_towns,. -Sunday specials about the late
4; coach Vincent Lombardi and
and the eaturday premiere

the new week,
NBC has a drama and Afriwildlife specials on Sunday.

weekly one-hour series,"EmergencY.
CBS is loaded with football

pro football. Raquel
Wel
-sand Carroll O'Connor
star
, in a Sunday special built

Wednesday.

National
on
Monday, the
ketball Association all game Tuesday and the
miere of a comedy-variety

an
ern about.-baroseeking to and paper industrY is AilnPing
CBS at noon Ian one-hour apefree a friend kidnaped by out- more than two billion dollars a
cial about the late noted pro
Laws.
year into the economy of the
football coach.
The CBS movie at g screens thirteen Southern states, ac„
Pro Football, Pottstown
Pi:
, at TAB _ii ..e
,
Bs_ex
„
titi.
,...._„I'Sornothi_susgieose.' _Cinting • to 11---new--nth Randy Dennis and survey by Southern Forest
special showing what life is !Ike
Institute, Atlanta, Ga.
Darren McGairin playing a
for Pro
pro footballers to the mama
"The pulp and paper industry
pie who move into an old Penleagues.
•
- 'nsylimnia farmhouse unaware
purchased more than one billion
Ato2:30, CBS broadcasts the
that it is occupied by the Devil. dollars worth of pulpwood from
sixth Super Bowl; game deterABC's Love, American Style at private landowners last year,
mining the Pr° 1°1)6
"
chain' 10 features Julie Newmar, Judy and its annual 'payroll was
pion, with Miami playing Dallas
____.,
Dee _ another $1.09 billion,"=Sinned
,er7ecr
ar
: rtay
ielieJohks
caz

Rasstar
prehour

-

- * Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Friday Evettg *
CH. 3
WSIL
630 H X
Lewis
7:00 Brady's
7:30 Patridge
11:00 Room 222
II:30 OOP Couple
9:00 -Love Am
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
12:00 Movie

01.4
WSM

CH. 5 -- VILAC

WPM,
Acres
0:
Dragnet
6:30 Gm
6:30 Tell Trutts
7:00 Sanford& S9n 7:00 O'Hara
7:00.The D.A. •
730 Movie
:00 Ent. Of Yr. 1:30 Movie
summits
9:30 Primus
RlckIii 9:30.7
9:30
10:00 News
10:00. News
10:00 News
10:30.yoni9h$
10:31 Mason
)1
'
31 **eight
11:30 Movie

130

7:00 Bugs
Bunny
6:25 USA
7:00 J. Lewis
7:30 Scooby
Doo
7:30 Road Runner 6:55 Digest
0:00 Globetrotters
7:00 Doolittle
8:00 Phantom
Builds
7:30 Deputy Dawg 111:10 Begr
* Jackson 5
:0O Pebbles
8:00 Woodpecker
9:00 Aevotroeis
9:30.Archie
".
Panther
1:30
9:30 Lizkyine
Pink
..
10:00.SeibrIns
9:00 Jetsons
10:00 CuriOuSuty
i.00aqua .....
, 9.30 Barrier--1409911:30 lorsceiel
0 -Gisitt - - Step
-.404
11:30.Yow There.- 11:00 Auditions
12:00 Bandstand
1,00 Big 10 0,basi-12:00 Terzan
TI:00.COunc11 500.
Comm. Cent
3:00 B'bell._.
./1:00 Gidget
.
5:00 Spirts
1:30 Ray ''Mears 1:30 TBA
2:00 Roller Derby
4:00 Basketbalt.
5:30 Roller -Difity 2:00
3;00
Golf
Classic
Crosbji--*
6:30 Welk
B.
droo Movie
Golf
7:30 Movie
0:00 Sixth
Sense 5:30 Nash. Musle--3:410 Stiorts
6:00 News
5:30 Trs0A or Con
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
6:00 Hee Haw
6:30 Rollin'
7:00 Movie
7:00 Ai( In Fem.
9:00 "Lights Out" 7:30 Mary Moore
8:00 Van Dyke
10:00 News
10:30 Crest. Feat. 1:30 Arnie
9:00 Mission: Imp
12:00'Avengers
H:00-News
10:30 Mason

7:00 RFD-TV
Fence
7:30 Atop
7:55 News
11:00 Wood Pecker 1
8:30 Pk. Panther
:00 . JetSons
'X
3400.Giant
11:00 Mr. Wiles&
11:30.Bugak1011 - 12:00. insight
2:30 Fite 6
1 .00 Senior Bowl
00 Phvs Mutual
5 - 00 Wilburn Bros
S:30.News
6:610 News
6 - 30 P Wagoner
7.00 Partners
L.fe
7• 30 Good
8 CO Move
10 00 News
10 30 Colleg.e_
Ilesisetosli•

01.1
.
WSIX
KFV5
:30 Your Life
6:10 Ouck Owens
7:00 Brady's
7:00 O'Hara
:30 Partridge
:00 Ent of Yr
:00 Room 222
Rickles
9:30 Don
:30 Odd Couple 10:00 News
:00 Love Am.
1e:34 Movie
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

7:00 Stooges
0:00 Phantom
8:30 Jackson 5
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curioursity
1:00 Guest
anCetot:
rIi - ba
Wres
:00
:00 Sports
2:30 BoW11113_,.
4:00 sports
5:30 Lassie
6:00 Welk
7:00 sewitdope
7:30 Movie
9:00 4th Seale
10:00 chaperritt
11:00 News
11:30 Movie --

Cal

around comic strip characters.
ABC features an ice show
with a _Hammen craw. theme

:00 Sunrise
6:30 News
7:00 Bugs
Bunny
7:30 Scooby
D00
:00 Globetrotters
:30 Hair Bear
11:00 The Mgpkees
-.4Itinfrtft
140017
tirt1101BNitre
:30 Movie
:00 Golf .011111111C
4:00 Forum
4:30 Lester 144141-1/Y
5:00 News
530 News •
.•0 Hee Hew
:00 All Pam.
30 Mary Moore
:00 Van Dyke
:30 Arhie
:00 Mission Imp.
0:00 News
•11:10400eie: -^- -

CM 79
WDXR
5:30 Monsters
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 21
9:40 Newk
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creet. Feat
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

0:30 Theater
2:00 Death valley
Man
2:30 Ultra
2:S7 News
:00 OPrY
:30 Monroes
3:30 3 Lives
_
tie Theater
:30 Wrestling
5 30 Movie
6:30 Music
7:00 Star Trek
7:57 News
11:00 Movie
9:40 News
10:00 Adults
10:30 Aveisgers
11:30 Playboy
After Dark
12:27 Sports
12:30 Creat. Feat

.,.;--
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in New Orleans.
'The Day
Clapped
. UP-Leaves
Hands
is an original video
- drama on NBC, 4 to 5. An old

Gardner,
Walston and Frank Sutton.
SATURDAY
"CBS Golf Classic" at 4 pairs

_ ,
The South's fast-growinipulp

Forest Ipstitute
Southern
executive
vice-pr-esident

_proximately

two - million 700
thousand acres of forests are .
being managed in cooperation

company

forest
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areas have been established
throughout the South for public
r
use.
• "Since 1968, the last year we
made& major economic survey,

have risen 24 percent, total
increased
employment has
seven percent, and annual
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Payrolls are up 24 percent-'----gardener fights the encroach-'
the Julius Boros-Don January 12,099 billion added to the
Kelly said.
rnent of "progress."
team against Sam Snead and ..economic well-being of this - - -"These figures represent
ABC's "NBA Game of the
Sneadd in a first - round region-nearly $35 for every major accomplishments of an
Week" is at 5 for this week
l'
naC
ut
'IS.
matt, woman and child in the
Industry which is here to stay,
only. N Y. Knicks Pill • Hans
,• --- ABC's 'Wide World of Sports
basic,
transforming
a
South."
.
too..
• at 5 covers the national figure
Since 1968, the survey
resource-treesrenewable
NBC preempts.the -Disney
skating championships at Long
into useful products, and at- the
showed,ten new pulp and Inner
at 7:30_4 a documimLA
_a_eaott_calii„amil_hayeLjnenor. .
asine
ov
jultah______
-the eyrie- sf--existenee--oti ks-ot'&
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ii-„
--tr
tie mithjittr -of mats now payrolls and other economic
wildlife at a spring in Kenya.
game by Howard emelt.
in the South. Another four mills
communities
benefits
to
"Funny Papers
" 13 a Cill
NBC covers the Dean Martin
are now liner construction. throughout the South." Copy of
half-hour special at 7:30 on
Tucson Open from 5 to 6:30
The mills and associated
Analysis is•enclosed.
which Raquel Welch and CarThe one-hour "Emergency!"
manufacturing operations e
rail
"
Wm'engage in -satiric • series bows on NBC at 8 with
employ almost 127 thousand
Sketches about lamoits-4-cothle-"Mascot" khospital emerienworkers and have a combined
strip characters.
cy staff and fire department
daily pulp and paper-making
The CBS movies starting 3°
capacity of more than 84
paramedics combine to save
minutes late at 8,,rescreens the
the lives of five persons. Robert
thousand tons.
first half of 1957's 7he Bridge
Fuller, Julie London, Bobby
. In add,ition, the economic
of the.River Kwat-4.
_
- • -4-Groom-Handotph mantooth and
survey showed almost two
MONDAY
tgookilskthe,ape reguiers. -...,...-0.-theiteand-preimmonalrierestere___
M 8 pm.,
preempts
-ABCs movie at 8:30 screens
are currently employed by -the- -damage - --inflaticnt -.may have
Rowan and Martin's
'
Laugh-.
done elsewhere, it hasn't af"The People" with Kim Darby,
pulp'land paper industry
fected the amount
Pn IP`
and_part_of...theusuaL-Moo---withant
Moosha
noufteging its .r2 millionacret-or
trier,DanO
• spend in J'ecialitants......
_ _
day movie period for•90-mm
Diane Varsi and arts ValenSouthern forest land to grow
According to a survey con- 'ate special, "Jack Lernmon In
repeated harvests of trees, one
tine. A young teacher Ins rural
ducted by the'B. Brody Seating
'S Wonderful, 'S Marvelous, 'S
Company, Chicago, maker of
of nature's few renewable
community discovers that her
Gershwin,"a salute to the songs
restaurant dining furniture,
resources. Last year, the_ inpupils have strange . telepathic
of George and Ira Geralmin.
typical meal . checks are the
powers.
dustry planted more than 455
same today as they were a year
Allcs "Monday Night Spemillion new trees and supplied
NBC's movie at 9 rescreens
ago.
cial" at 8 is the otithOur "Rob"The Russians Are Coming,
an
additional 38 million
BREAKFASTS average
inson Crusoe Ice Spectacle,"
The Russians' Are Coming."
seedlings to private landowners
$112; luncheons $1.70; and
With AndY Griffith is narrator
to help provide forests .for
dinners $3.95, 'according to
-for an enactment of the famous
tomorrow.
,
two-thirds of the restaurants
stor
,y as interpreted by London's
surveYed„...._
.
_
Besides_ growing wood for
Wembley Ice-Show.
The remaining one-third of
more Mien five _thousand dif,
"The-158h Hope Christina-I
the Ctinins place's said elieeks
have gone up from 8.5 to 10
Show- is onNBOOd 9:30.

Boiv
- -T.-foothail --to-iiti

TUESDAY
Shirley Jones and Pant Lyncle
are guests on Glen Campbeli's
CBS hour
7:30 p.m.
•ABCornovie-at8:30-has "Get-

as

DETROIT- (AP
.
)- General
Motors Corp. is recalling 30,000
Snicks, Poritiacs and Oldszno--

control
erosion,
protect
watersheds, offer
'recreational
opportunities, and provide

for _rio.ao,_!_togo_

per cent.
•
Tipping remaint the same,
too, say 92 per cent of the
restaurants.' Meri leave an average _tip of 13 -per cent, while
women leave _O,...per
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